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PART I 

THE COMMISSION MANDATE AND SPECIFIC CLAIMS POLICY 

THE MANDATE OF THE INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION 

The Indian Claims Commission was established on September 1, 1992, at which 
time a Commission' was issued under the Great Seal setting out the mandate. 
The mandate of the Commission includes: 

that our Commissioners on the basis of Canada's Specific Claims Policy. . . inquire into and 
report upon: 

(a) whether a claimant has a valid claim for negotiation under the Policy where that 
claim has already been rejected by the Minister; . . . 

This is an Inquiry into a claim that was rejected by the Minister of lndian 
Affairs in 1985. The claimantsL refer to themselves collectively as the Young 
Chipeewayan Band. Their claim relates to the process surrounding the transfer 
of administration and control of the Stoney Knoll Indian Resene No. 107, which 
once existed in central Saskatchewan, and which they allege was taken in 1897 with- 
out a surrender or other lawful authority. Map 1 depicts Stoney Knoll Reserve and 
other First Nations in the area? 

On June 17, 1982, "Chief Alfred Snake," on behalf of the Young Chipeewayan 
 and* and the other claimants, wrote to John Munro, then Minister of Indian 

I Commjssion issued September 1, 1992, pursuant to Order in Council PC 1992-1730,July 27, 1992, amending 
the Commission issued to Chief Co-ssioner Harry S. LaForme on August 12. 1991, pursuant to Order in 
CouncilPC 1991-1329,July 15, 1991 (ICC Exhibit 1). 
The individual claimants are Alfred Snake, Lola Okeeweehow, Benjamin Weenie, Leslie Angus, Don Higgins, 
and Larry Chidmess. Appendix C provides a detailed analysis of the relevant treaty paybu and oral testi. 
mony on the issue of descendanq. 

3 CompilaIion ofdata fmm Dominion of Canada Map Showing lndian Resewes, ublished in the 1891 Deparunent 
of lndian Maim h u a i  Repon, and Canada lndian Treaties, published by t ie  De arunent of Energy, Mines, 
and Resources, 7ldeNalionalAtbs of Canada, 5th ed. (Ottawa 1991). MCR- 41& * The spelhg of "Chifmvayan" has changed since 1876, The ciairnanrs m n *  spell the name "CMpeewa~";  
herefore, this spe ing WU be used throughout this repon. 





and Northern Affairs, requesting that he examine this specific claim.' The claim 
was rejected on September 11, 1985; David Crombie, Minister of Indian Affairs, 
wrote to Chief Alfred Snake advising that, according to the legal opinion from 
the Department of Justice, "there is no legal basis for your claim alleging an illegal 
disposition of I.R. 107."" 

The Commission has also been provided with a draft letter dated March 25, 1985, 
from Richard Berg, senior claims analyst of the Department of Indian Affairs' 
Specific Claims Branch, to James Griffin, counsel for the claimants, in which 
Canada's reasoning appears to be set out: 

I am writing to confirm that we have obtained a legal opinion from the Department 
ofJustice in the Young Chipeewayan claim. lhey have c&efully reviewed the evidence and 
the arguments submined by you and are of the new that Canada has no outstanding lawful 
obligations in this matter. 

Very briefly we have been advised by the D e p m e n t  of Justice, that it is its view on 
the basis of the facts presented, that the Young Chipeewayan Band had entirely ceased to 
exist by the 1889 annuity payments at the latest. lhey advise that interest in an Indian 
reserve is a communal interest, not an individual interest in order to have an interest in 
a particular reserve, an individual must be a member of the band interested in that reserve. 
If the band ceases to exist the communal interest ceases to exist and as a result there is no 
longer a reserve, as described by the Indian Act . . .' 
On March 15, 1985, the claimants fded a statement of claim in the Federal Court 

of Canada, Trial Division, seeking, among other things, an order declaring that 
Canada owed a fiduciary duty to them and that Canada had breached that duty, 
as well as damages. In the alternative, an order was sought declaring that the pur- 
ported surrender of the Stoney Knoll8 Indian Reserve No. 107 was void ab initia 
On January 17, 1992, the Government of Canada filed a statement of defence 
denying that the claimants are descendants of Band members of the original 
Young Chipeewayan Band. That action is currently being held in abeyance. 

On February 23, 1993, James Griffin, on behalf of the claimants, wrote to the 
Indian Claims Commission requesting as "comprehensive and thorough exami 
nation as in the opinion of the Indian Claims Commission is necessary to reveal 

Alfred Snake to John Munro, Mlnister of lndian and Northern Affairs, June 17. 1982 (ICC Documents, p. 722). 
6 David Crombie. Minister of lndian Affairs and Northern Develooment, lo Alfred Snake. Seotember 11. 1985 . . . . . . ~  

(TCC ~ocumenk, p. 823). 
7 Richard Berg, Senior Claims Analyst, Spaific Claims Branch, Depamnent of Indian and Northern Affairs, to 

James Griffin, Counsel for the Claimam, Mvch 25, 1985 (ICC Documents, 818). 
8 me claimants currently spell the name 'Stoney Knoll'; therefore, this spe mg has been used thnrughout 

this repon 
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all relevant ~ircumstances."~ On June 30,1993, Harry S. LaForme, then Chief Corn 
missioner of the Indian Claims Commission, wrote to Alfred Snake, advising that 
the Commissioners had agreed to conduct an Inquiry into this rejected claim.1° 

Outstanding Business 
This Commission is bound to follow the provisions of the Specific Claims Policy 
as defined in the 1982 booklet entitled Outstanding Business. The policy recog- 
nizes specific land claims disclosing a "lawful obligation": 

A lawful obligation may arise in any of the following circumstances: 

i) The non.fuffillment of a treaty or agreement between Indians and the Crown, 

ii) A breach of an obligation arising out of the Indian Act or other StaNtes pertaining to 
Indians and the regulations thereunder. 

iii) A breach of an obligation arising out of government administration of Indian funds 01 

other assets. 

iv) An illegal disposition of Indian land." 

ISSUES 

This Commission was asked to inquire into and report on whether the Government 
of Canada owes an outstanding lawful obligation, as defined in Outstanding 
Business, to the group of individuals who today consider themselves to be the 
"Young Chipeewayan Band." Specifically, the claimants allege that in 1897 their 
reserve was taken without a lawful surrender, as required by section 38 of the 
Indian Act, RSC 1886, c. 43. The parties defined the issues to be addressed in 
the Inquiry as follows: 

1 Are any of the claimants descendants of the original Young Chipeewayan 
Band? 

2 If so, are the claimants entitled to bring this claim on behalf of the Young 
Chipeewayan Band? 

a) Who constitutes the Young Chipeewayan Band? 

I Jmcs tin& lu lod~rn Clurni Gmmr*n,n, P ~ ~ h r u ~  2 3  1 Y Y 5  ,ILL F h h ~ l  1) .  
1' Han'q , L a F o n ~ ~ ,  ChkiCornrn!icluncr o f  h e  lndlul Clams Cornrnliihon la 4lfrrd Sndke. Chlr.1 r l f  ihe 

Younn i : l l l~~e~a \an  Band, lunu W 1993 IICC Exhibit 51 - . . .-, 
De i i n e i t  of 1n'&anA8& and Northern ~evelo~meni(~VW~), OuGfanding BuFines: A Nntiw Claims POL, Spa/?? Claims (Ottawa: DVWD, 1982) [hereinafter O&fanding Business], 20. 



b) Does the Young Chipeewayan Band exist today? 
c) If no, when did it cease to exist? 

3 Is the 1897 Order in Council valid? 

a) Was it necessary to obtain a surrender from the Young Chipeewayan Band? 

4 Would participation in recent Treaty Land Entitlement settlements disentitle 
the claimants from raising this claim? 

THE INQUIRY 

On June 30, 1993, the then Chief Commissioner Harry S. LaForme sent notices 
of the Inquiry to the par tie^?^ On January 18 and 19, 1994, a community session 
was held in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, where the Commission heard 15 witnesses 
from various communities in the vicinity. Oral submissions were heard from 
counsel for the parties on February 24, 1994, in Saskatoon. 

The relevant historical evidence examined by the Commission included infor- 
mation gathered at the community session at Saskatoon; the documentation sub 
mitted by the parties; the parties' written and oral submissions; and the balance 
of the record of this Inquiry. Some 1200 pages of documents have been reviewed 
by this Commission. The summary of the details of the process and the formal 
record is attached as appendices A and B to this report. 

GENERAL HISTORY 

T h e  Treaty 
On August 23,1876, Chief Chipeewayan and four headmen (Naa-poo-cheechees, 
Wahahwis, Kah-pah-pah-mah~hatik~way, and Keeyeu-ah-tiah-pim-waht) signed Treaty 6 
at Fort Carlton, on behalf of the Chipeewayan Band. The population of the 
Chipeewayan Band was then 84 people, comprising 19 families. By Treaty 6, 
some 121,000 square miles of land was acquired by the Government of Canada and, 
in exchange, Canada agreed to certain terms, including the obligation to set aside 
reserves according to the formula set out in the treaty. Treaty 6 states, in part: 

And Her Majesty the Queen hereby agrees and undertakes to lay aside reserves for farm- 
ing lands, due respect being had to lands at present cultivated by the said Indians, and 
other reserves for the benefit of the said Indians, to be administered and dealt with for 
them by Her Majesty's Government of the Dominion of Canada: provided, all such reserves 

l 2  Harry S. Laorme, Chief Commissioner of the Indian Claims Commission, to Alfred Snake, June 30, 1993 
(ICC Exhibit 3). 



shall not exceed in all one square mile for each family of five, or in that proportion for 
larger or smaller families, in manner following, that is to say: that the Chief Superintendent 
of Indian A&lirs shall depute and send a suitable person to &Ermine and set apart the reserves 
for each band, after consulting with the Indians thereof as to the locality which may be 
found to be most suitable for them. 

Provided, however, that Her Majesty reserves the right to deal with any settlers within 
the bounds of any lands reserved for any Band as She shall deem fit, and also tl~at the afore. 
said reserves of land or any interest therein, may be sold or otherwise disposed of by Her 
Majesty's Government for the use and benefit of the said Indians entitled thereto, with their 
consent first had and obtained; and with a new to show the satisfaction of Her Majesty 
with the b e h a W  and ~ w d  conduct of H a  Indians, She hereby, through Her Commissionws, 
makes them a present of twelve dollars for each maq woman and &d belonging to the 
Bands here represented, in extinguishment of all claims heretofore prefemed.'3 

The treaty also provided for measures to ease the transition to an agriculturally 
based economy, including assistance in times of famine or pestilence: 

It is further agreed between Her Majesty and the said Indians, that the following arricles 
shall be supplied to any Bandof the said Indians who an now cultivating the soil, or who shall 
hereafter commence to cultivate the land, that is to say: Four hoes for every family actually 
cultivating; also, two spades per family as aforesaid; one plough for every three families, 
as aforesaid; one harrow for every three families, as aforesaid; two scythes and one whet. 
stone, and two hay forks and two reaping hooks, for every family as aforesaid, and also 
two axes; and also one cross-cut saw, one hand-saw, one pit-saw, the necessaty files, 
one grindstone and one auger for each Band; and also for each Chief for the use of his 
Band, one chest of ordinary carpenter's tools; also, for each Band, enough of wheat, 
barley, potatoes and oats to plant the land actually broken up for cultivation by such Band; 
also for each Band four oxen, one bull and six cows; also, one boar and two sows, and 
one hand.mill when any Band shall raise sufficient grain therefor. . . . 

It is funher agreed between Her Majesty and the said Indians. . . [tlhat in the event here. 
after of the Indians comprised within this treaty being overtaken by any pestilence, or by 
a general famine, the Queen, on being satisfied and certified thereof by Her Indian Agent 
or Agents, will grant to the Indians assistance of such character and to such extent as 
Her Chief Superintendent of Indian main shall deem necessary and sufficient to relieve 
the Indians from the calamity that shall have befallen them.14 

The Band 
In 1876, the Chipeewayan Band received, pursuant to the treaty, a $12 payment 
for each man, woman, and child. A reserve was surveyed three years later in 

'3 Treaty 6, p. 3, August 23, 1876 (ICC Documents, p. 492). 
l 4  Treaty 6, p. 4, August 23, 1876 (ICC Wrnenct, p. 492). 



1879 by George Simpson, Dominion Land Sur~eyor.'~ When Chief Chipeewayan 
passedaway 1877, his son, Young Chipeewayan, became the hereditary Chief 
of that First Nation. Consequently, the F i t  Nation and the Department of Indian 
Affairs adopted the son's name as the proper name for the ~ ~ r s t  Nation. 

The 1870s, 1880s, and 1890s, however, were difficult years. The Chipeewayan 
Band was one of many bands not able to sustain themselves while awaiting the 
implementation of treaty assistance during their economic and cultural transition 
to farming. The rapid disappearance of the buffalo,16 disease," and climatic hard- 
shipl8 forced them to move continually in their search for sustenance. The circum- 
stances under which the Chipeewayan Band originally left Stoney Knoll were 
described by Albert Snake in 1955 at a meeting convened specifically to record 
his recollections of the events surrounding the loss of the reserve. The summary19 
of that meeting reveals the circumstances facing the Band during that period, 
and the Band's subsequent attempt to return to the reserve. It states in part: 

My grandfather, Chief O'chipppeywan and his people left their reserve because he was afraid 
thev would have a hard winter with nothine to eat. Thev were not eettine orovisions as " " ".  
promised by the treaty, and the same to be given by the Indian Agent. When my grandfather 
signed the treaty, he was promised. . . a new way of life and that was to know how to farm 
and to receive a grant of farming implements. This would help his people to get started on 
farming. Food was also promised to my grandfather while his people were on a process of 
learning how to farm for their living. My grandfather waited for all this and there was no 
sign of any coming when we left our reserve. My grandfather wanted to pursue his old way 
of making his living and that was by hunting. It was about towards fall that we left our 
reserve. We started our journey along the Saskatchewan River and on to the prairies. We 
went as far as to the united states border, but we never crossed the line. I remember that 
huntinr wa successful and we had lots to eat We moved on to the ulace called Maole Creek " 

and there we stayed for the winter. I remember also that my grandfather and the men 
did some trapping of fur bearing animals and did well on that. . . . So we didn't starve that 

Ir George A. Simpson, Dominion Land Surveyor, to Lindsay Russell, Surveyor General, 5 Februa~ 1880, 
Canadl Parliament, Sessional Papers, 1880, No. 4, "Report of the Department of Interior for the year 
ended 30June 1879." Aip. No. 9. Simpson's report read in part: "On the 18th of September I began the 
survey of a Reserve at e Stone lndlan Knoll, ten miles south-west of Carlton House, and upon its com- 
pletion ieh for Winnipeg. . . . (ICC Documents, p. 527). 

16 See footnote 13, below. 
'7 See footnote 54, below. 

James F. Maclwd, "North-West Mounted Police Force - Commissioner's Repon, 1879.' Canada, Parliament, 
SessionaIPopers, 1880. No. 4, Pm Ill (ICC Documents,$ 1173A). 

'9 The summary further explains that it was in the spring at Ch~ef Ch~peewayan and the mother of Albert 
Snake passed away. Since the 1877 Chipeewa an treaty paylist discloses that Chief Chipeewayan had 
passed away sometime before, we can assume i a t  the above recollection relates to 1877. 



winter. It was.. . towards spring when sickness came upon us and quite a few passed away, 
one of them was my grandfather the chief My mother was one of the women who passed 
away. Her name was ~ - m % m e e s . ~ ~  

The minutes then go on to describe the original attempt to return to Stoney 
Knoll Reserve: 

I asked him if he can remember when winter was over if there was an effort made by the 
people of his grandfather to come back to their reserve, Stoney Knoll Indian Reserve w107. 
His answer, "All I can remember [is that] it was only [the] two of us, I and my grandmother 
. . . my father - [Espim.hiccakitoot] left the encampment before we left for the reserve, but 
I didn't know where he went until I heard after I was about 18 years old that he was living 
with [the] Tnunderchild people on their reserve, and he remarried there." [I then asked 
him wlhat happened to the rest of your grandfather's people and why was [it] that they 
didn't go back to your reserve like you and your grandmother did? His answer, "I heard my 
grandmother say that they didn't want to go back to the reserve because they [no longer 
had]. . . a leader.". . . [H]e and his grandmother went back to their reserve, but due to extreme 
hardship they had to go somewhere else. His story as follows - "I and my grandmother left 
our encampment at Maple Creek with a hope that others would follow, but they never 
came. We were wel l ing with two horses. . . We made it back on the reserve, but of course 
nobody was there. My grandmother decided that we would go where we can find Indians 
. . . so that we can get help. . . . We went around by Fort Carlton, [and] there we met a metis 
by the name of Arcand. . . . [He] told my grandmother that my sister and her husband, 
whose last name was Cardinal, were living at the place called Snake Plah within the vicinity 
of Mitawasis and Attakacoop Indian reserves. R e  metis man also told my grandmother that 
there was a fight between the police and mixed with metis and Indians, which to my child- 
ish mind I understood that there was a fist fight or some kind of struggle between the two 
parties. It was quite some time later that I heard there was much blood shed and many were 
killed. . . . My grandmother upon hearing. . . where we can locate my sister. . . changed 
her mind and so we went along with the metis man, to go to my sister for the help we 
needed so much, instead of going to some other ~ndians."~' 

The minutes then describe Albert's attempts to regain control of Stoney Knoll 
Reserve many years later: 

[Albert] was about 21 years old when he rode.. . back to .  . . see his reserve, and that was 
about in the spring while seed planting was in full swing. He found white people working 
and farming his reserve. When he went back to Snake Plain, he asked some elderly men 

20 Minutes taken at the Sandy Lake Reserve, Febmary 12, 1955. Present were Baptiste Gaudw, Mrs. B. Gaudry, 
John Snake, Albert Snake, H v r y  Bi head, and Alfred Snake. AU were related to Albert Snake, either by 
marriage or blood, except Harry BiJead (ICC Documents, pp. 663-65). 

21 See footnote 20 (ICC Documents, pp. 665 -67). 



what he should do to get his reserve back. One of [them] told him that his reserve was 
given to him and his pndfather's people by the terms of lndian treaty, and it's still an lndian 
reserve. 1 asked him if he tried to make an effort in retaining his reserve. His answer, "I tried 
everything I could I went over [to] Thunderchild reserve, to see my father Fspim.ikcaki-toot, 
and have tried to get him to support me in getting our reserve back, but he was not inter- 
ested. He liked it better [on] Thunderchild reserve. To see lndian Agents was useless. I [got] 
nowhere with them How can I get them to help me since they were the people to give my 
reserve to the white people? . . . I asked him . . . about his age, if he was. . . about 9 years 
old when his grandfather and his people leh their reserve. . . his answer, "I could have been 
a little younger, about 8 years old."zz 

The treaty paylists provide support for this conclusion regarding the movement 
of the Young Chipeewayan Band members, in that the remaining Young Chipeewapn 
Band members received their annuity payments in separate locations from year 
to year. For instance, in 1877,162 Indians Emm 28 families collected their annuities 
under the Chipeewayan treaty paylist. The list shows that sickness was then preva- 
lent in the Indian communities in this part of Saskatchewan and that, during the 
spring of that year, Chief Chipeewayan was among the many Indians who passed 
away?$ 

The treaty paylists for the Young Chipeewayan Band from 1879 to 1885 dis- 
close two significant facts. Fit, the Indians were paid annuities at one of Battleford, 
Fort Walsh (Maple Creek), orJack Fish Creek. Second, the number of Indians paid 
under the Young Chipeewayan treaty paylists dwindled from 52 Indians from 
25 families in 1879 to 18 Indians from two families in 1885. 

By 1883, it was becoming clear to departmental officials that the Young 
Chipeewayan Band had not settled on the Stoney Knoll ~ese rve~ '  and that they 
were continuing to search for food elsewhere. In a letter dated November 15, 1883, 
L. Vankoughnet, Deputy Superintendent General of the Department of Indian 
Affairs, wrote to Sir John A. Macdonald, Superintendent of Indian Affairs and 
Prime Minister of Canada, advising him of this fact: 

At Fish Creek there are three Reserves belonging respectively to Moosimin, Thunderchild, 
and Young Chippewayan. None of these except Moosimin appear to be settled on their own 
Reserves. Thunderchild and Young Chippewayan being also on Moosimin's Reserve: The two 
latter having recently returned from the south with their followers. The Commissioner 
thought it better to put them upon Moosimin's Reserve but both are dissatisfied and expressed 

! Srr lu.>t~,s,tc ? I ICC Dcrutnsnb, pp wr - 1 )  
-I (:h~~rul)dn ( HdnJ VrJ1). lpd)lbl IICC Iklcumtnu, p !II, 
! Irb~tu~i .re 1101 R ~ U V , ~  b! I I W  10 ,r.ttle ihc m,un.e run.c\ud fur thrm 



themselves so to the undersigned. lhunderchild stating that he considered the work he did on 
Mmsimin's Reserve of no value to himself or Band, as it was on another Chiefs land . . .Zi 

The Riel rebellion occurred in 1885, and at the time the Young Chipeewayan 
Band was considered to have taken some part in that insurrection. Harsh measures 
were launched against those nations participating, or suspected of participating, 
in the 1885 Rebellion by the Department of Indian Affairs. Annuity payments 
were withheld to offset the damages caused by the rebellion, and the Young 
Chipeewayan Band did not receive annuity payments for 1885. Some evidence 
was presented by counsel for the claimants disputing their alleged partiapation 
in the rebellion. Canada did not challenge this evidence. 

By 1888, the Department of lndian Affairs no longer identified the Young 
Chipeewayan Band as a separate band. No separate treaty paylist was main- 
tained for the Young Chipeewayan Band, and, although the 1888 Thunderchild 
treaty paylist identified Young Chipeewayan himself as being from the Young 
Chipeewayan Band,z6 the paylist also notes that he was no longer paid in his 
capacity as Chief!' Keeyewwahkapimwah~ however, was paid at Poundmaker's 
Reserve in his capacity as headman of the Young Chipeewayan Band until 1888.28 

The Transfer of Stoney Knoll Reserve 
In 1888, it was discovered that the surveying and subdividing of townships 
in Saskatchewan in 188329 had not even taken into account the existence of 
Stoney Knoll Reserve. Consequently, in order to identify the reserve on township 
maps, Stoney Knoll Indian Reserve No. 107 was located and resurveyed.i0 On 
May 17, 1889, the reserve was confirmed by Order in Council PC 1 153.J1 

~~ - 

25 1. Vankoughnef Deputy Su etintendent General, Department of Indian Affairs, to Sir John A. Macdonald, 
Su etintendent of Indian A s ,  November 15,1883. National Archive! of Canada [hereinaher NA], RG 10, 
vof 3664,fiie 9814 (ICC Documents, pp. 528-32). 

26 He is identified u such until 1889. 
27 1888 Thunderchdd Band meaty paylist (ICC Documents, p. 37). 

1888 Poundmaker's Band treaty payilst (ICC Documents, p. 157). 
29 Toooeraohical Survevs Bmch. Deoamnent of the Interior, to E. Deville. Survevor General. December 10, 

I ~ + l \ i  Rti l i  wi -1. fde 3*(i~(lo(ICC lDc8~urnrnu p 01~11 '" u m d  Rspunof thc U e p m t n i  wan .em hr  thc)r.arr.~~J~II jl,i W c m k  1W.I l'm& l ' h r n l  
F v ~ u ~ r ~ l P n p m  IhXY Yo 16 Pan I pp IU')'!(lCC humnnu,  pp IiakXUd), mduda thcrepln hi Juhn 
(. \rl*ln. ,ur\eyur lb the clx.rulrn&nt (:encral, dafcd lul) 10, Id% lke ~pn7 iuts, in pan 

The reserve was surveyed in 1879 and poso were planted at the comers. Some years aher, when 
the sub-division of townshios was extended ta lhis distsict. the resew aooears to have been over- . . 
looked, and oassed into thi subdivided lands. 

Ihe NIY; ~f h terrrr YC lrvclio ~nduldt111p. md $1- sli@fh uru,mb the W!uuhr.u.m lhr 
plmw. nes nrer a uawmi hy % v ~ d  small ~n~ks ,  hut ut thc muthem pm. aaier i, ilpunu "id) 
~n a lev mn& Iht ud & o f h t  L)PO uu.40, 1k.m ~e 110 lame hay chi  on>. Inn on thr udauh 
thc herb& n nch lke pmopd iow&h.-~ f ~ j n u e  L,  tan;^ ffi1;lll. r pame elevluon ;orrdrd 
.jn fk numcm ilulrer. I J ~  ,lruald m th. crnm of the r m r  .+long the nverfnmt Ihr. h h 5  ur 
ucU wrdd wth plplar ad a fu* hummt,ths uf \pmw xrur m ihc mines 

3 ICC Documents, p. 540. 



Canada's increasing desire to settle the west put goodquality agricultural land 
in high demand. On October 12, 1895, the Dominion Lands Office wrote to the 
Minister of the Interior, advising that Stoney Knoll Indian Reserve No. 107 would 
make prime land for settlement: 

Re Indian Reserve of Chief "Young" "Chippewayan" .near Carlton and of "Chakastapasin 
on South branch of Saskatchewan 

As instructed by you on the occasion of your visit here, I have the honour to draw your atten- 
tion to the desirability of taking immediate steps towards opening out for settlement 
the vely fine tracts of land covered by these Reserves, as they have never been ocmpied 
by the Indians for whom they were set apart With reference to the fint mentioned Reserve 
no trouble or expense need be incurred in opening it out for settlement other than is inci- 
dental to the selection of another reserve in lieu thereof, as it was originally subdivided into 
Sections and included in townships 43 and 44, Range 5 West of the 3rd Me~idian.)~ 

The subsequent correspondence between the Departments of Indian Affairs 
and the Interior focused on the procedure to be adopted and the legal conditions 
they had to meet. On November 9, 1895, Hayter Reed, Deputy Superintendent 
General of Indian Affairs, wrote to A.H. Burgess, Deputy Minister of the Interior, 
outlining the position they intended to adopt. The letter referred to the necessity 
of procuring a surrender from the Young Chipeewayan Band and states in part: 

With regard to the Indians of Young Chippewayan Reserve, the question presents itself as 
to whether the fact of their having been rebels in 1885, and having left the Country after 
the rebellion would not afford sufficient and reasonable grounds for dispossessing them of 
such rights as they originally had to the Reserve. As to such of them as have since returned 
they are in the same position as the Indians of Chekastapasin Band in so much as they 
have all become amalgamated with or merged in other Bands with the members of which 
they enjoy equal privileges. If the matter can be dealt with by Order in Counul, there are 
reasons which would seem to make the adoption of that method preferable to an endeavour 
to obtain surrender33 

On December 18, 1895, John Hall, Secretary, Department of the Interior, 
replied to Reed's letter, advising that the Minister of the Interior for his part did 
not wish the Department of Indian Affairs to obtain a surrender from the Indians, 
since he was of the opinion that one was not required under the circumstances. 

': 1 H~l lggan tgrnr. DolnInlol8 Lmu, Office to lhlrnlai l)al! \Iml,ter of the irnlcnor 0,tbhrr I! I r i s l i  
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On February 3, 1896, A.E. Forget, Indian Commissioner, wrote to Hayter Reed, 
raising the issue of attempting to trace the Young Chipeewayan members in 
order to transfer the members formally to other bands pursuant to the recently 
enacted section 140 of the Indian Act, The letter refers to the fact that: 

the few remaining members of the Band had dispersed throughout the Battleford Reserves 
and that it would be a most m ~ l t  matter to trace them. and that further - their title to ~ ~ 

l i d  in the Reserve originally surveyed for the "Young ~Gpewayan"  was pranically extin. 
guished by their claims to land in the Reserves of other Bands with whom they had since 
amalgamated, having been duly recognized. 

In view of this fact and that the difficulty which presented iwlf in 1884 of tracing these 
persons must necessarily have been greatly augmented by the passage of a further period 
of eleven years, I would ask whether the Depanment regards it as absolutely necessary 
that the enquiry be proceeded with andformal tratyfm obtained)" 

Hayter Reed responded on February 8, 1896, that "under the circumstances 
it is probably hardly worth while to make any great exertion to trace the members 
of the Band of Young Chippe~ayan."~' 

The issue of transferring administration and control of the Young Chipeewayan 
Reserve to the Department of the Interior was raised by A.E. Forget, Indian 
Commissioner, in a memorandum to Sir Clifford Sifton, Superintendent General 
of Indian Affairs, on April 3, 1897, in an attempt to finally resolve this question. 
The memorandum states, in part: 

. . . 
The undersigned, however, is unable to show that such transfers to other bands in any way 
obviates the necessity for taking a surrender as required by Sec. 38 of the lndian Ac& as 
enacted by Sec. I Chap. 35, 58, 59. Vic. 

As to Stoney Knoll Reserve generally known as Young Chippeiweyan's reserve, number 
107, 1 think nothing should hinder its being thrown open for settlement . . . Although set 
aside for the use of Indians it was never then settled by them. m e  members took part in 
the rebellion in '85 and most of them left the c o u n y  at the time and such who remained 
in the c o u n y  or returned since, have amalgamated themselves with other bands.S6 

Finally, on May 3, 1897, Sir Clifford Sifton, Superintendent General of Indian 
Affairs, wrote to the Governor General in Council requesting his authority in 

34 kE. Forget, lndian CoWioner,  to H. Reed, Deputy Superintendent General of lndian ARurs. Febm;uy 3, 
1896 (ICC DwmenU, p. 566). Emphasis added 

35 H. Reed, Deputy Superintendent General of hdian Affairs, to k Forget. hd$n Gmmhioner, February& 1896 
( C C  Documents, p. 567). 

36 kE. Forget, lndian Commissioner, to Sir Clifford Sihon. Superintendent General of hdim Afairs, April 3, 
1897 (ICC Documents, p. 580). 



"relinquishing title" to the merve and '!mtoringn it to the Department of the Interior. 
The request was honoured and on May 11, 1897, Order in Council PC 1 15Y7 was 
issued transferring control of the Stoney Knoll Indian Reserve No. 107 from the 
Department of Indian Affairs to the Department of the Interior. The grounds 
which Sifton had cited in his report for transferring control of the reserve were 
simply incorporated into the Order in Council: 

Exmm from a Report of the Committee of the 
Honourable the Privy Council, approved by 
His Excellency on the 11th May, 1897. 

On a Report, dated 3rd May, 1897, from the Superintendent General of [ndian Affairs 
stating that the Indian Reserve 107, containing thirty square miles, situated at Stony Knoll 
. . . set apart by Order-in-Council of 17th May 1889 for Chief Young Chippewayan and his 
band, has never been taken possession of nor occupied by them. 

The Minister further states that the members of the Band took part in the rebellion of 
1885, and for the most part left the country thereafter, while such as remained or have 
since returned have become amalgamated with other Bands. 

The Minister, therefore, recommends that authority be granted for the relinquishment 
by the Department of Indian AKairs, and resumption by the Department of the Interior of 
the contrd~ of the lands comprising the said ~eierve No. 107. 

Ex Committee advise that the requisite authority be granted.'8 

In a letter dated April 14, 1897, J.D. Mckan, Acting Secretary of the Department 
of Indian Affairs, wrote to the Department of Justice to inquire as to the legal impli- 
cations of the transfer of the Stoney Knoll reserveJ9 The response came three days 
after the Order in Council. On May 14, 1897, E.L. Newcombe, Deputy Minister of 
Justice, responded to McLean, on the legal implications of transferring the reserve. 
The legal opinion touches upon the very issues before this Commission. The letter 
states, in part: 

you asked for an opinion as to whether or not the Crown can resume possession and 
dispose of a certain Indian Reserve in the North West Territories without first obtaining a 
surrender hom the Indians under section 38 of the Indian Act (57-58 Vic. c. 32. s.3). the ,- - - , 

circumstances of the case being that the reserve has for a good many years past been aban- 
doned by the members of the band for which it was set apart, and that such members, or 
as many of them as can be traced, have been formerly transferred at their own request to 
other bands which have consented to receive them into membership. 

3' ICC Doruments. D. 585. 
38 Order in C O U ~ ~ ~ P C  I185 (1CC Doruments, 585). 
39 J.D. MrLean, A& Secretari, Depanment ohndian Affairs, lo the Department ofJustlce, April 14, 1897, 
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As at present advised I do not think that the land in question can, in view of the pre  
visions of the sections referred to, be sold or otherwise alienated until the same has been 
released or surrendered in the manner provided by the Act. The section positively forbids, 
subject to certain exceptions, which have no application to the present case, the sale, aliena- 
tion or lease of any reserve or portion of a reserve without such release or surrender. 

There does not appear from your statement of the faas m have been anyrhing amounting 
to a dissolution of the band As to the members said to have been uansferred to other bands, 
I do not find any express authority for such transfer in the Statutes, and there may be some 
question as to the legal effect of what has taken place, but in the absence of funher informa- 
tion on the subject, I do not think that the lands in the reserve are relieved in the hands of the 
Cmwn h m  the tlust in favour of the band, so far as these members are concerned, or that 
the Crown is dispensed as to them h m  mmpliances with Section 38 before disposing of such 
lands. Then it seems from your statement that there are other niembers of the band who have 
been traced, and therefore [may not have] been transferred to other bands.@ 

It is clear that none of the people associated with Stoney Knoll Reserve, whether 
members, former members, or their descendants, were consulted with respect to 
the transfer of the reserve. Over the next few years, the land formerly comprising 
Stoney Knoll Indian Reserve No. 107 was deeded out to private purchasers. 

Transfers to Other Bands 
In the years between 1876 and 1897 the individuals who had been members of 
the Young Chipeewayan Band lost touch with one another. In fact, several of their 
descendants testified that they had not met until this claim was initiated. Although 
the historical record before the Commission was not complete, it would appear 
that most Young Chipeewayan Band members joined other bands. It is unclear 
to the Commission what happened to the others, but it seems likely that some 
migrated to the United States. 

Those who migrated to other bands were greeted in some cases with general 
acceptance and in others by mere tolerance. In one instance, Albert Angus asked 
the interpreter to explain the meaning of a Cree word in order to illustrate that 
not all the Young Chipeewayan people were met with full acceptance: 

I wonder if you could ask the interpreter how he would interpret the word "pukositaw" which 
is the word Mrs. Gaudry used as the nature of her relationship with Sandy Lake Band. 

- Albert Angus 

E.L Newcombe, Deputy Minister ofJustice, IO J.D. McLean, Acting Senetary, Department of Indian Affairs, 
May 14. 1897 (ICC Documents. oo. 586-87). For section 38 of the Indian A d  see footnote 46. Section 38 
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Pukositaw would be suniving according to the generosity of that community. That would 
be my interpretation, and that was the nature of her relationship, to clanfy that. She said 
they survived by the goodwill of the people in the community, you could say!' 

- Mr. Fine Day 

Albert Snake described his relationship with the Ahtakakoop Band in the 
summary recorded at the February 12, 1955, meeting. 

I asked him then how come [it] is that he is now a member of Ahtakakoop Band. His answer, 
"I remember one day there was a treaty day for Mistawasis and Ahtakakoop Indians. My 
grandmother and myself were cded up at the table where Indian Agents and a police were 
sitting. Indian Agent, whose name I don't remember, told my grandmother that we both 
can stay on Ahtakakoop reserve and since then I have been living in Ahtakakoop reserve. 

I have never been admitted by the Ahtakakoop Indians to join them in their band 
membership. Many remarks have been made by them that I don't belong in their mem- 
bership and I don't blame them. Indian Agent5 forced me and my grandmother to live on 
Ahtakakoop reserve!2 

Others were voted into membership and accepted. At the Inquiry, Eugene 
Weenie's experiences were related as follows: 

He says that he was never confronted by anybody about his residency there but it was a 
well.known fact that his father had been voted into the band membership. When he was 
18 y e m  old he was voted into membership in the Sweetgrass Band."j 

- Eugene Weenie 

For some, there were degrees of acceptance: 

A lot of the people from Young Chipeewayan Band went to different reserves and some of 
us were fortunate that we got accepted and we were able to - as people from Young 
Chipeewayan, we were able to get in the council and vote and, you know, become regular 
members. But there was always a background, back - come election the subject was brought 
up, this person doesn't really belong on this reserve. So it was used in politics . . . like you 
have to prove. . . that you are a member from the reserve44 

- Leslie Angus 

ICC Transcripts, vol. 1, pp. 72-73 (Mr. AlbeR Angus and Mr. F ie  Day). 
Minutes taken at the Sandy Lake Reserve on February 12, 1955 (ICC Documents, pp. 662-71). 

'3 ICC Transcripts, "01. I ,  pp. 110.1 1 (Eugene Weenie). " ICC Transnipts, vol I, p. 161 (Leslie Angus). 



The treaty paylists disclose that, in 1888, one of the headmen, Shooting Eagle, 
was the last Indian to be identified as a member of the historical Young 
Chipeewayan Band. Thus, by 1889, all the individuals who had ever received 
treaty payments as a member of the Young Chipeewayan Band had either died, 
been transferred to the treaty paylists of other Fist Nations, or had disappeared. 
It is also evident that the Young Chipeewayan Band did not at any time use or oauw 
Stoney Knoll Reserve in any meaningful way. It is difficult to fault the members 
of the Young Chipeewayan Band for these facts, given the tragic circumstances 
of the times. 

It should be noted that all the "transfers" of the Young Chipeewayan Band 
members to other bands were "informal," in the sense that the members were 
simply moved from one treaty paylist to another, since it was not until 1895 that 
the Indian Act was amended, by the addition of section 140, to permit formal 
transfers of members from one band to another. 

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The Nature of the Claim 
Counsel for the claimants submit that the provisions of Treaty 6,"' together with 
sections 38 and 39 of the relevant Indian Act,4 required the consent of the 
Young Chipeewayan Band as a precondition to the disposition of the Stoney Knoll 
Indian Reserve No. 107 by Canada. Therefore, it is argued, when Canada trans- 
ferred control of that reserve from the Department of Indian Affairs to 
the Department of the Interior, the government breached both the treaty and the 
Indian Act. As a result, the claimants submit, Indian Reserve No. 107, or its value, 
continues to be held for the benefit of the members of the Young Chipeewayan 

45 See footnote 13. " Section I of the Indian Act, SC 1895, c. 35, amended section 38 of the hdian Act, FSC 1886, c. 43, to state: 
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Section 39 of the Indian Act RSC 1886, c. 43, states: 
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Band. As support for this argument, the claimants refer to the opinion contained 
in the May 14, 1897, letter from E.L. Newcombe, Deputy Minister of Justice, to 
J.D. McLean, Acting Secretary, Department of Indian Affairs, cited above." 

Counsel for Canada does not dispute that the government transferred admin- 
istration and control of Indian Reserve No. 107 without a surrender in 1897. 
However, Canada argues that the Young Chipeewayan Band had ceased to exist 
as a collective entity before 1897. Therefore, it is submitted that the government 
was free to transfer and dispose of the land without the necessity of obtaining 
a surrender pursuant to the Indian Act. 

Issue 1: Are Any of the Claimants Descendants? 

1 Are any of the claimants descendants of the original Young Chipeewayan 
Band? 

This first issue was conceded by Canada at the outset of the community session on 
January 18,1994. At that time Canada agreed that the Higgins and Chickness fami- 
lies are in fact descendants of members of the original Young Chipeewayan Band: 

It is Canada's position that two families among the Claimants can establish that they are 
descended h m  individuals who are members of the Youne Chioeewavan Band. beine those - .  . 
Claimants whom are lineal descendants of Kee yew wah ka pim waht (~hickness iamily), 
and 00 see che kwahn (Higgins family). Canada denies that any of the other Claimants are 
descended from anyone who was ever a member of the Young Chipeewayan c and.^^ 

The Commission heard a great deal of evidence from the claimants regarding 
the descendancy of the remaining families. Given the other findings that we 
make, and the fact that Canada has conceded Issue 1, we do not find it necessary 
to make further findings with respect to descendancy. 

Issue 2: Are the Claimants Entitled to Bring This Claim? 

2 Ifso, are the claimants entitled to bring this claim on behaqof the Young 
Chipeewayan Band? 
a) Who constitutes the Young Chipeewayan Band? 
6) Does the Young Chtpeewayan Band exist today? 
c) If no, when did it cease to exist.? 

E L  e u m m k  bepub l~nlstcr L I  Jaum tu J I) Ilikul, t u n g  Sc~mtuy. Department ul Idlu f l d l n  
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We observe that the Specific Claims Policy ckarly contemplates claims by a band 
or bands, and not claims by individuals. Guidelines 1 and 2 of the Policy state: 

Guidelines for the submission and assessment of spenfic claims may be summarized as follows: 

1) Specific claims shall be submitted by the claimant band to the Minister of Indian Affairs 
and Northern Development. 

2) The claimant bringing the claim shall be the band suffering the alleged grievance, or 
a group of bands, if all are bringing the same claim49 

Therefore it is our view that the claimant must be a "band in order to advance 
a claim under the Specific Claims Policy. 

Are the Claimants a Band? 
The fundamental determination for this issue is whether the claimants are a 
band as that term is used within the Specific Claims Policy. As set out above, 
Outstanding Business clearly requires that the claimant be a band or a group 
of bands. The Policy does not afford individuals or groups of individuals redress 
unless they are a "band within the meaning of the Policy. 

Canada argues that the crucial question is whether the claimants are a "band" 
within the meaning of the Indian Act. Canada argues that this group of claimants 
are not a band. Mr. Becker summarizes the Specific Claims Policy as follows: 

The Specific Claims Policy as set out in Outstanding Business is replete with references 
to "band claims, and claims by individuals are not mentioned nor, in our submission, 
~ontem~lated.'~ 

Claimants' counsel argue that the historical Young Chipeewayan Band con- 
tinues to exist and that these claimants today represent that "band." Tkis argument 
is advanced on two bases. First, it is submitted that the claimants are all descen- 
dants of the original members of the Young Chipeewayan Band and that they there- 
fore constitute the Band today Second, it is submitted that a traditional form of 
band membership continues to survive among the claimants and that, quite apart 
from whatever status these individuals may or may not have under the Indian 
Act, they continue to constitute a band at common law. It is also asserted that 
Alfred Snake is recognized by the claimants as the hereditary Chief of this "band." 

49 Oumnding Bll~t'mss, 30. 
50 ICC, Submissions on Behalfof the Government of Canada, February 17, 1994, p. 2 



In support of their argument, counsel for the claimants rely upon treaty paylists 
and oral history to establish descendance of the claimants. All claimants also 
asserted that they recognize Alfred Snake as their hereditary Chief.51 

The Indian Act 
In our view, it is the definition of a "band" under the Indiun Act that is most rel- 
evant to the Specific Claims Policy. Since 1876 the various Indian Acts in place 
have, from time to time, prescribed comprehensive legislative regimes which 
have applied, inter dia,  to the administration of Indian reserve lands and moneys. 
It is clear from a reading of Outstanding Business that this legislative framework 
is the foundation upon which the Specific Claims Policy is constructed. 

Between the time that the fmt comprehensive Indian Act was enacted in 1876 
and 1951, the statutory definition of "band" and "Indian" remained relatively con- 
sistent in the legislation. The relevant sections of the Indiun Act, SC 1876, c. 18, are: 

1. The term "band means any hibe, band or body ofIndians who own or are interested 
in a reserve or in Indian lands in common, of which the legal title is vested in the Crown, 
or who share alike in the distribution of any annuities or interest moneys for which the 
Government of Canada is reswnsible: the term "the band means the band to which - ~ ~~~ ~~~~ ~ ~ 

the context relates; and the term "band," when action is being taken by the band as 
such, means the band in council. [Emphasis added.] 

2. The term "Indian" means - 
First Any male person of Indian blood reputed to belong to a particular band; 
Secondly, Any child of such person; 
Rirdb; Any woman who is or was lawfully married to such person: . . . 

These definitions remained intact, without substantial amendment, until 1951. 
The 1951 Indian Act, SC, c. 29, introduced a signtficant new feature to the adminis- 
tration of the Department of Indian Affairs. While treaty paylists had previously 
been used to identify band members, in 1951 band lists were introduced. The 
clear objective was to maintain a comprehensive register of all band members. 
Rules were defined relating to how Indians were to be registered. 

In 1982 the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms was enacted, and as a 
result the Indian Act was amended to reflect the intent and wording of the 
Canadian Charter. Although the definitions of "band and "Indian" remained 
unchanged, those entitled to be registered as such underwent significant legislative 

5' Appendix C provides a detailed anllysis of the relevant veaty ayhts and oral testimony on the issues ol 
the descendan6 and whom they recognize as the hereditay chef. 



amendment in 1985. We do not believe that any of these amendments affect the 
determination of this issue. 

The legislative regime of the current Indian Act recognizes bands as structured 
legal entities, with the ability to elect officials and act through them. Once elected, 
the Chief and band councils may exercise ad~t~inistrative'~ and quasi-judicials3 
powers in specific areas associated with the band's members, property, and funds. 

In common parlance the words "band," "tribe," and "body" all imply a group 
living as a community, a communal group. A glance into a dictionary or an ency- 
clopedia confirms this usage. For example, the Canadian Encyclopedia states: 'X 
band is the term used to describe a community of Indians residing on one or more 
reserves, but some Indian bands have no reserves," and, "[iln the NWT and the 
Yukon, where a few reserves have been established, the bands have been gathered 
into communities known as settlements . . ."j4 

"Tribe" is defined in the Oxj'brdAmerican Dichbnary as "a racial group (espe- 
cially in a primitive or nomadic culture) living as a community." The Shorter 
Oxj'brd defines it as: "Tribe, a group of people forming a community and descent 
from a common ancestor." "Body" is defined by the Oxj'brd American Dictionary 
as a "group or quantity of people . . . regarded as a unit." The Shorter Oxford says 
"a collective mass of persons or things." 

In our view the term "band" within the meaning of the Indian Act clearly 
refers to a body of Indians who live as a collective community under the auspices 
of that legislation. Descendancy alone is not suff~cient to give rise to the legal exis. 
tence of a "band." We would observe that it is not possible to prescribe rigid indicia 
which need always be present for a group of individuals to constitute a "band," 
as the factors relevant to this question may vary from case to case. 

It is, however, extremely clear to us that the claimants who seek redress before 
this Commission are not a "band within the meaning of the Indian Act or the 
1982 Specific Claims Policy. Today, the only indicia that link these individuals 
as a "band are descendancy and the subject matter of this specific claim. In our 
view, these are not sufficient. 

It is also clear that the genealogical or descendance argument itself has sig- 
nificant limitations. The extensive genealogical data put before us make evident 
that two of the claimant families are direct descendants of Young Chipeewayan 
Band members. As set out under Issue 1, those two fanulies, Higgins and Chickness, 

iz Section 81 illustrates the administration powers, in that it lists specific areas that band councils may 
regulate and monitor 
Section 81(r) rovides that a band council may enact provisions imposing fines where its members 
contravene i e  &laws. 
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are acknowledged by Canada to be direct descendants of Young Chipeewayan 
Band members. However, it is also clear that all the claimant families, except the 
Higgins family, have intermarried with members of other Saskatchewan bands, 
so that today it must fairly be acknowledged that they are equally the descendants 
(and in some cases at present members) of other bands. 

The history of the dispersal of the Young Chipeewayan Band was chronicled 
before this Commission in considerable detail. As a result of disease, climatic 
hardship, and the rapid disappearance of the buffalo, the membership of the Band 
diminished owing to death and to the migration of individuals and families to larger, 
established bands elsewhere in Saskatchewan. This historical pattern was not 
restricted to the Young Chipeewayan Band. At the Inquiry, the following exchange 
occurred between James Griffin and expert witness Professor James Miller: 

Q. And dealing with that period of time, 1876, immediately before and after, what are 
you able to tell us of the situation partinrlarly as it related to the Indians of the Fort 
Calton area? 

A. It was . . . a very difficult time for the Aboriginal peoples in this region . . . The immi- 
nent collapse of the buffalo economy, upon which they depended so heavily, greatly 
worried them and indeed was a majar factor in bringing them to support the mahng 
of treaty.55 

At the inquiry, Professor Miller responded to Commissioner Corcoran's question 
relating to the reasons for a band's movement: 

A There are a couple of general or environmental factors that have to be taken into 
account. I think they are extremely important. One I've referred to several times, and 
that is the rapidly diminishing resource base, food resources. The other to which I 
haven't referred here to is fairly widespread and destructive disease. Even diseases 
which were not necessarily fatal amongst EuroCanadians, such as measles, were tremen- 
dously devastatingin the Plains region in the 1880s and 1890s, and generally through- 
out the annual reports of Indian Affaks and the Mounted Police reports in these years 
there are many references to very severe loss of life in the region, generally tiuough 
disease and especially measles. That's another general reason for moving.'6 

5 5  ICC Transcripts, vol. 2, pp. 275-76. These remarks are also supported in the "Report of the Department of 
the Interior for the year ended lune 30, 1878.'' Canada. Parliament. Sessional Pabers, 1879, No. 4 
(ICC Documents, p. li73G). 

56 ICC Transcripts, vol. 2, pp. 291-92. This evidence is further su ported b the minutes taken at the Sandy 
Lake Resew Febnrav 12, 1955 (ICC Documenrc, pp. 662, d, 664,6&). 



I N D I A N  C L A I M S  C O M M I S S I O N  P R O C E E D I N G S  

This view is corroborated by the Young Chipeewayan treaty paylists from 
1879 tn 1885. As discussed earlier, the paylists disclose that the number of Indians 
annually paid annuities dwindled from 52 Indians in 25 families to 18 Indians in 
two families. By 1889 no one is identified as aYoung Chipeewayan Band member. 

In determining whether these claimants can bring a claim pursuant to the 
Policy, the threshold question is whether or not the Young Chipeewayan Band 
members ceased to function as a collectivity - as a "tribe," "band," or "body of 
Indians." This is avery difficult question to answer. As the historical review indi- 
cates, the dissolution of the Band occurred gradually over a period of several 
years and not as a single decisive act. There is evidence of dispersion of Young 
Chipeewayan Band members even at the time of treaty signing in 1876. Certainly, 
by 1889 the Band had ceased to exist in fact, and had also ceased to have any 
legal existence under the Indian Act. 

The Common Law 
Are the claimants assisted by the common law meaning of a "band? Neither the 
parties, nor Commission counsel have been able to point us to any Canadian author- 
ity that would assist us in understanding whether a "band can have a common 
law existence, separate and distinct from the licensure of the Indian Act Jack 
Woodward, in Native Law, indicates that the origin of the Indian Act concept 
of a "band" flows from a recognition that "when the settlers came, the land was 
already occupied by self-governing aboriginal people. Each of the original self- 
governing groups became a band."57 Furthermore, Woodward points out that 
these bands were pre-existing political and social entities that were not merely 
"creatures of statute." Although bands are regulated by the Indian Act regime, 
they do not necessarily owe their existence to that legislation. Woodward goes 
on to suggest that the question of whether a body of Indians is a "band" is a 
question of fact that must be determined prior to the determination of other 
substantive issues in a lawsuit. In this case it is a question of fact that must be 
resolved with respect to the particular history of the Plains Cree. 

Band membership was often based upon a loose association of families, and it 
was not uncommon for families to migrate and to join other bands. David 
Mandelbaum's The Plains Cree pmvides this account of the basis for band divisions: 

The Bands of the Plains Cree were loose, shifting units usually named for the territory they 
occupied.. . Individuals, and even whole families, might separate from their group to follow 
another chief. 

57 Jack Woodward, Naliue Law (Toronto: Carswell, 1990) 



The most important consideration in the demarcation of band divisions was that all the 
members of a band lived in the same general territoty. ' he  prestige and power of the leading 
chief was also an important factor in the cohesiveness of a band. An influential leader 
attracted more families and held their allegiance better than a weaker man. . . [Chiefs Black 
Bear and Tdmaskos, or Poundmaker, were cited as examples of influential chiefs.] 

Kinship ties were operative in the transfer of band allegiance. A family which, for some 
reason, was dissatisfied with its neighbours, went to camp with relatives in another band. 
Young men travelled among the various bands a good deal and often married into and set 
ded with a group distant from their own. But evny band had a stabk nucleus composed 
of the close relatives of the chief; who would not ordinarily leave hisgroup. 

Acceptance into band membership was a simple matter. Any person who lived in the 
encampment for some time and who travelled with the group s w n  came to be known as 
one of its memben. Newcomers were ordinarily able to trace kinship with several people 
in the band and so established their status. When kinship ties were tenuous or nonexistenr, 
maniage into the band usually furnished an immigrant with the social alliances necessary 
for adjustment to the course of communal life. Thus the numbers of each band were 
constantly augmentedby recruiLFfmm other bands cfPhins Cree. orfmm olher lribes.j8 

In the case of Young Chipeewayan, the disappearance of the buffalo, the influx 
of settlers, and the onset of disease were all factors contributing to the migration of 
the Young Chipeewayan Band members to other bands. Furthermore, there is 
also evidence to suggest that the death of Chief Chipeewayan, Young Chipeewayan's 
father, was contemporaneous with the migration of members to other bands. It 
is possible that kinship ties with other bands and Young Chipeewayan's leader- 
ship qualities were also factors which led to the mass migration. 

A recent Australian case law is of some guidance in this matter. In Mabo v. 
Queen.s[and the plaintiffs asserted that when the Cmwn assumed sovereignty over 
certain islands in 1879, aboriginal title over those islands continued to survive. 
In arriving at his decision, Justice Brennan attempted to provide some guidance 
regarding native title. Breman J stated: 

Secondly, Native tide, being recognized by the common law (though not as a common law 
tenure), may be protened by such legal or equitable remedies as are appropriate to the 
particular rights and interests established by the evidence, whether proprietary or personal 
and usufmctuary in nature and whether possessed by a community, a group or an indi- 
vldual. . . . Of course in time the laws and customs of any people will change and the rights 
and interests of the members of the people among themselves will change too. But so long 
as thepeople remain as an idenhyibk community living under iLF laws and custom, the 



communal native title survives to be enjoyed by the memben according to the rights and 
interests to which they are respectively entitled under the &tionally based laws and mtoms, 
as currently acknowledged and 0bserved.~9 

The significance of this passage for our purposes is that it recognizes a tribe 
as a collective, cohesive, and identifiable community. In our view a "band," as that 
term is used in common law, is a body of individuals who exist as a collective, 
cohesive, and identifiable community. Once again, however, for the reasons 
noted previously, the evidence put before us falls far short of establishing that 
these claimants are an identifiable community living today, or indeed at any 
time previous, as a collectivity. 

When one considers the customs and traditions of the Plains Cree people and 
the particular facts of this claim, it would appear that Young Chipeewayan ceased 
to constitute a band in any real sense of the word by 1889. The facts seem to sug- 
gest that by 1889 everyone from Young Chipeewayan had either transferred to 
other bands in the area (and were paid treaty on the paylists of those bands) or 
had moved to the United States. To use the terminology adopted by Mandelbaum, 
there was an absence of any "stable nucleus" of the Chief and his relatives, which 
would lend nedence to the view that the Young Chipeewayan Band continued 
to exist by 1889. Had the majority of the Young Chipeewayan Band transferred 
to another band and continued to maintain their identity as a community under 
the leadership of their chief, we might have reached a different conclusion. 

Conclusions 
On the basis of the above analysis, based on the Indian Act and the common law, 
the claimants are not a Band. Therefore, under the Policy, they are not entitled 
to submit a specific claim. Even though the Policy has been administered correctly 
with respect to this claim, we feel compelled to make further suggestions and recorn- 
mendations, dealing with Issues 3 and 4, based upon what has become known 
as our "supplementary mandate." 

59 Mabo v Qusensland [I9921 5 CNLR I (Aust KC) at 51. Emphvis added. 



PART I1 

THE COMMISSION'S SUPPLEMENTARY MANDATE 

The Commission's mandate was broadened in a letter dated October 13, 1993, 
by the Minister of Indian Affairs, Pauline Browes, to the then Chief Commissioner, 
Harry LaForme. The letter states, in part: 

I would make three observations on the federal government's proposed approach to 
recommendations made by the commission. Briefly, (I) I expect to accept the commission's 
recommendations where they fall within the Spedfic Claims Policy; (2) 1 would welcome 
the commission's recommendations on how to proceed in cases where the commission con. 
cluded that the policy had been implemented correctly but the oukome was nevertheless 
unfair. . .60 

This broader mandate was previously recognized by Tom Siddon, Minister of 
Indian Affairs and Northern Development, in a letter to Ovide Mercredi, National 
Chief of the Assembly of First Nations, dated November 22, 1991: 

If, in carrying out its review, the Commission concludes that the policy was implemented 
correctly butthe outcome is nonetheless unfair, 1 would again wekcme its recommendations 
on how to pro~eed.~'  

In our view, this is precisely the type of circumstance which necessitates additional 
comment by this Commission with respect to Issues 3 and 4. 

ISSUE 3: THE VALIDITY OF THE 1897 ORDER M COUNCIL 

3 is the 1897 Order in Council valid? 
a) Was it necma y to obtain a surrenderJim the Young Chipeewayan Band? 

60 See Appendix D. Emphasis added. 
61 See Appendix E. Emphasis added. 



We feel that it is necessary to examine this issue from two distinct perspectives: 

1 Was it necessary to obtain a surrender under the Indian Act? 
2 Was it necessary to obtain the consent of the Indians under Treaty 6? 

Indiun Act 
As we found under Issue 2, the Young Chipeewayan Band had effectively dis- 
persed and disbanded by 1889 or earlier. Although the Band ceased to exist in 
any real sense of the word, it still remains to be considered whether a surrender 
was required under the Indian Act, and, if so, from whom? 

Prior to Canada's transferring control of the reserve in 1897, government offi- 
cials considered the necessity of procuring a surrender and reasoned that, since 
all the remaining Young Chipeewayan Band members had transferred to sur- 
rounding bands, or moved to the United States, a surrender was not legally neces- 
sary? Counsel for the claimants asserted that Canada acted improperly in trans- 
ferring the reserve without taking a surrender, and that it had two alternatives 
open to it. First, Canada could have traced the former members of the Young 
Chipeewayan Band by using the treaty paylists and by procuring a surrender 
from each of them. In support of this option, counsel refers to the procedure 
adopted by Canada in the case of the Chekastapasin Band. Second, it is submit- 
ted that, in the event that tracing the former Young Chipeewayan Band members 
was impossible, Canada could have amended the legislation specifically to per- 
mit a transfer without a surrender on these facts. Counsel for the claimants argued 
strenuously that, given the absence of a formal process enabling Canada to resume 
control of Indian Reserve No. 107, Canada had no lawful authority to transfer 
control of the reserve. 

In this matter Canada appeared to be relying on a newly enacted provision 
of the Indian Act. During the late 19th century, the Department of Indian Affairs 
used treaty paylists as an instrument to transfer all the historical Young 
Chipeewayan Band members from the Young Chipeewayan treaty paylist onto other 
bands' treaty paylists. No legal authority existed at that time authorizing the 
Department of Indian Affairs to transfer Indians from one band to another. In 
1895, the Indian Act was amended to deal with the issue of such transfers for 
the fist time. Section 140 provided that an Indian could be transferred to another 

62 H. Reed, Deputy Superintendent General of Indian Aiflirs, to k Forget, Indian Commissioner, Febmq 8, 
1896 (ICC Documenls, p. 567). 



band, if the absorbing band and the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs 
formally assented to the transfer. Section 140 of the Indian Act states: 

When by a majority vote of a band, or the council of a band, an Indian of one band is 
admitted into membership in another band, and his admission thereinto is assented ta by 
the superintendent general, such Indian shall cease to have any interest in the lands or 
moneys of the band of which he was formerly a member, and shall be entitled to share in 
the lands and moneys of the band to which he is so admitted; but the superintendent 
general may cause to be deducted from the capital of the band of which such Indian was for- 
merly a member his per capita share of such capital and place the same to the medit of the 
capital of the band into membership in which he had been admitted in the manner aforesaid. 

The provisions of the 1886 Indian Act as set out in section 39(a) provide that 
only residents of the reserve or persons interested in the reserve are eligible to 
vote at a meeting where the government is seeking to obtain a surrender of a 
reserve. If all the members of a band had been formally transferred to other 
bands pursuant to section 140, then no one would be left with an interest in the 
reserve and, therefore, no surrender would he possible under the Indian Act. 

The members of the Young Chipeewayan Band had been informally trans- 
ferred to other bands, prior to section 140 coming into force in 1895, by Indian 
Affairs officials simply putting their names on the treaty paylists of the bands with 
which they were residing. There is no evidence b e f o ~  us that Canada ever did effect 
formal transfers of the members of Young Chipeewayan. Indeed, the real issue to 
the Department of Indian Affairs at the time was not whether a surrender was 
required (they believed it was not), but, rather, whether it was necessary to effect 
formal transfers of the former Band members prior to transferring control of the 
reserve to the Department of the Interior. 

A.E. Forget, the Indian Commissioner in Regina, wrote to the Deputy 
Superintendent General in Ottawa, Hayter Reed, on February 3, 1896, seeking 
instructions on this point: 

the few remaining members of the Band had dispersed throughout the Battleford Reserves 
. . . it would be a most d81cult matter to trace them, and . . . further - their title to the land 
in the Reserve originally surveyed for the "Young Chippewayan" was practically extinguished 
by their claims to land in the Reserves of other Bands with whom they since amalgamated, 
having been duly recognized. 



In view of this fact and that the difficulty which presented itself in 1884 of tracing these 
persons must necessarily have been greatly augmented by the passage of a further period 
of eleven years, I zuould ask whether the Department regards it ar absolutely necessary 
that the enquiry beproceeded with and formal transfers 0bbtained.~3 

Reed responded five days later: 

under the circumstances it is probably hardly worth while to make any great exertion to 
trace the members of the Band of Young Chippewayan . . .!' 
The following letter from Reed to the Superintendent General, dated January 26, 

1897, dealing primarily with the Chekastapasin Band, suggested that a surren- 
der was unnecessary because the Band members had abandoned the reserve to 
take up membership in other bands: 

I beg to state that, the Indian owners having abandoned the reserve some ten or melve 
years ago, the late Minister decided the control thereof should revert to the Department of 
the Interior, holding thac by the formal transfir of the Indians concerned to other bands 
where they enjoy equal privileges and righrs, including that to share in the reserve as the 
original owners, they had ceased to be members of the Chekastapaysin Band; and conse. 
quendy that no necessity existed for getting a surrender from them, which would otherwise 
be required to enable the reserve, including the timber thereon, to be disposed of by the Crown 
Nonetheless, to prevent the possibiiity of dissatisfaction on the part of the original members, 
or of trouble arising as to title, it was thought advisable to ask them for a surrender. . . 6 5  

In April 1897 this issue had been presented to the Minister of Indian Affairs 
for a decision.66 To assist in this regard, J.D. McLean, the Acting Secretary of the 
Department of Indian Affairs, sought a legal opinion from the Department of 
Justice with respect to Young Chipeewayan and another reserve, Chekastapasin, 
which Indian Affairs also hoped to transfer to the Department of the Interior 
without taking a surrender."' 

Having concluded that it would be "difficult" to trace the members of Young 
Chipeewayan to effect formal transfers, Canada decided to transfer control of the 

. . 
(ICC Dwumerit., p. 567). 

6 H. Reed, Depuly Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, to the Superintendent General January 26,1897 
(ICC Documents, p, 575). Emphasis added 
Acling Sevetary o lnd~an Affm lo Mister of lndian AffauS, April 1897, .Vh KG 10, vol, 6663, Me 109A.3-1 
(ICC Documents, pp. 581-82). 

67 Acting Secretary o lndlan Affairs to Deputy Minister of Justice (ICC Documents, p. 583). 



reserve to the Department of the Interior by way of Order in Council PC 1155 on 
May 11, 1897, without formal transfers in place, and without the benefit of the 
legal opinion from the Department of Justice. 

The legal opinion from E.L Newcombe, the Deputy Minister of the Department 
of Justice, is dated three days after the Order in Council transferring Stoney Knoll 
Reserve, and would appear to be directed primarily to the facts of Chekastapasin: 

As at present advised I do not think that the land in question can, in view of the provisions 
of the sections referred to, be sold or otherwise alienated until the same has been released 
or surrendered in the manner provided by the Act. The Section positively forbids, subject 
to certain exceptions, which have no application to the present case, the sale, alienation or 
lease of any reserve or portion of a reserve without such release or surrender. 

There does not appear from your statement of the facts to have been an* amounting 
in adissolution of the band.& b I% memberssaid b have been lranfdb, other bad ,  
I do notfind any emess aauthority fm which such transfer in the Statutes, and there 
may be some question as to the legal effect of what has taken place, but in the absence of 
further information on the subject, I do not think that the lands in the reserve are relieved 
in the hands of the Crown from the t~ust  in favour of the band, so far as these members are 
concerned, or that the Crown is dispensed as to them from compliances with Section 38 
before disposing of such lands. Then it seems from your statement that there are other mem- 
bers of the band who have been traced, and therefore [may not have] been transferred to 
other bands.bR 

The legal opinion would appear to be inaccurate with respect to the lack of 
authority to transfer members to other bands, since section 140 had been enacted 
in 1895 to provide precisely such authority. 

It is interesting to note that Canada did obtain a surrender from the "origi- 
nal" members of the Chekastapasin Band. It would appear that it did so because 
the members of Chekastapasin were more easily traced and because of receiving 
this legal opinion from the Department of Justice. It may also he because mem- 
bers of the Chekastapasin Band refused to be transferred formally pursuant to 
section 140 if it meant giving up their claim to their reserve.@ It should also be 
noted that the actions of Canada with respect to the Chekastapasin Band are at 
present the subject matter of litigation and a specific claim. 

Having found that the Young Chipeewayan Band ceased to exist as a "band 
for the purposes of the Indian A d  or in the common law by 1889 at the latest, 
we must consider the question of whether Canada was still obligated, pursuant 

EL. Newcombe. Deoutv Minister of lustice. to 1.D. McLean. Acme Secretarv. Deoartment of lndian Affairs. .. . 
May 14, 1897 (1cc'&rnents, pp.386.87). imphasis added. " 

69 R.S. McKenzie, lndian Agenf to AE. Forgef Indian Commissioner, May 18, 1896, N4 RG 10, vol. 6663, 
Rle 109A-3.1, pt. i (ICC DocumenU, pp. 570.71. 



to the Indian Act, to trace the former members of the Band to obtain a surrender 
from them. 

We find that Canada could not have complied strictly with the surrender 
provisions of the Indian Act, even if it had chosen to follow this course of 
action. Section 39(a) of theIndian Act, RSC 1886, c. 43, provides that only Indians 
habitually residing on or near and interested in the reserve are eligible to vote 
at a meeting where the government is seeking to obtain a surrender of a reserve. 

39. No release or surrender of a reserve, or portion of a reserve, held for the use and ben- 
efit of the Indians of any band, or of any individual Indian, shall be valid or binding, except 
on the following conditions: 

(a) The release or surrender shall be assented to by a majority of the male members of 
the band, of the full age of nventyone years, at a meeting or council thereof summoned 
for that purpose, according to the rules of the band, and held in the presence o f  
the Superintendent General, or of an officer duly authorized to anend such council, by 
the Governor in Council or by the Superintendent General, but no Indian shall be 
entitled fo vote or bepresent at such council unless he habitrrally resides on or near 
and is interested in the reserve in question . . . [Emphasis added.] 

As the Band had ceased to exist by 1897, it is difficult to see how Canada 
could have complied with the surrender provisions of the Indian Act, because 
no one was entitled to vote at the Band meeting by virtue of the residency require- 
ments. There is no provision that allows Canada to trace former band members 
and include them in the voting process, and it is arguable that, even if Canada 
had invoked such a process, the surrender would have been deemed invalid by 
virtue of the residency requirements. 

The Indian Act is silent with respect to the legal consequences of a factual disscl. 
lution of a band. Section 140 is of no assistance in this case, as Canada chose not 
to utilize it by not seeking formal transfers. In particular, the Indian Act gives 
no guidance on what to do when a reserve has been set aside for a particular 
band and that band has ceased to exist under these peculiar circumstances. 
However, Treaty 6 does provide guidance on this issue. 

Treaty 6 
The relevant provisions of Treaty 6, which deal with the setting aside of reserve 
lands and the subsequent sale thereof, are as follows: 

And Her Majesty the Queen hereby agrees and undertakes to lay aside reserves for fm- 
ing lands . . . and other reserves for the benefit of the said Indians, to be administered 
anddeall with for them by Her Majesty's Government of the Dominion of Canada.. . that 



the Chief Superintendent of Indian Affairs shall depute and send a suitable person to deter- 
mine and set apart the reserves for each band, after consulting with the Indians themf . . . 

Provided, however, that Her Majesty reserves the right to deal with any settlers within 
the bounds of any lands reserved for any Band as She shall deem fit, and also that the 
aforesaid reserves of land, or any interest therein, may be sold or otherwise disposed of 
by Her Majesty's Governmentfor the use and ben& of the said Indians entitled thereto, 
with their consentjrst had and obtained. . . 70 

Treaty 6 clearly requires the prior consent "of the said Indians entitled thereto," 
before reserve lands "may be sold or otherwise disposed of." It warrants empha- 
sis that it is not the consent of the "band that is required under the treaty. The 
issue then becomes: Who were "the Indians entitled thereto" with respect to 
Stoney Knoll Reserve No. 107 when Canada unilaterally transferred administra- 
tion and control of the reserve to the Department of the Interior in 1897? 

The Commission is of the opinion that all former members of the Young 
Chippewayan Band alive in 1897 were the Indians entitled under the treaty to 
Stoney Knoll Reserve No. 107. Chief Chipeewayan and four headmen signed 
Treaty 6 at Fort Carlton on August 23, 1876, on behalf of the Chipeewayan Band. 
The treaty contains an undertaking from Her Majesty the Queen to set aside 
reserves for the Indians who signed the treaty. This undertaking was fulfilled 
with respect to the Chipeewayan Band when an Order in Council was passed on 
May 17, 1889, setting aside Indian Reserve No. 107.7' This reserve was set aside 
pursuant to the treaty for these Indians. The treaty is clear that the reserve land 
so set aside cannot be "sold or otherwise disposed of' without their consent. The 
treaty makes no mention of the effect of a dispersal of the band or the effect of 
a treaty Indian residing on a reserve set aside for other treaty Indians. The 
requirement of consent is absolute and unqualified. 

As a result, the consent of the former Band members was required under the 
treaty for the transfer of Stoney Knoll Reserve No. 107. Notwithstanding the 
provisions of the Indian Act, the treaty required that their consent be "first had 
and obtained." 

This finding is supported by the decision of the Federal Court of Canada, Trial 
Division, in TheQueen v. Blackhot Band ofIndians et al. In that case the court 
had to determine who were the parties to Treaty 7 in order to determine how 

70 See footnote 14. Emphasis added. 
7' Order in Council PC 1151 (ICC Documents, p, 540). 



distributions were to be made under the ammunition clause. The wording of 
Treaty 7 is similar to the wording of Treaty 6. The court found: 

It is dear h m  the p m b l e  that the intention was to make an agreement between Her Majesty 
and all Indian inhabitants of the parti& geogrdphic area, whether those Indians were mem- 
bers of the five bands or not. The chiefs and councillors of the five bands were represented 
and recognized as having authority to treat for d those individual Indians. The Treaty was 
made with people, not organizations. 

. . . It was Indians, not bands, who ceded the territory to Her Majesiy . . . and it was to 
Indians, not bands, that the ongoing right to hunt was extended. . . . The cash settlement 
. . . and treaty money. . . were payable to individual Indians, not to bands. The reserves 
. . . were established for bands, and the agricultural assistance . . . envisaged band action, 
but its population determined the size of irs reserve and amount of a~s i s t ance .~~  

On the facts of this case, we are of the opinion that the transfer of Stoney Knoll 
Reserve No. 107 was done in contravention of the terms of Treaty 6. Not only does 
Treaty 6 require the consent of "the Indians entitled thereto" before a reserve can 
be sold, it also requires that if the land is sold, or otherwise disposed of, then it 
he done "for the use and benefit of the Indians entitled thereto." In our view, there 
is, therefore, a lawful obligation owing under the treaty to account for the proceeds 
of the disposition of the reserve. 

Accounting for the Proceeds of Disposition 
,is set out above, the Indian Act is silent with respect to the facts of this Inquiry, 
in that it gives no guidance with respect to a reserve that has been set aside for 
a band that has subsequently dispersed. We have found that Canada could not 
have complied with the surrender provisions of the Indian Act, owing to the 
technical residency requirements, but that alone does not determine the issue 
before us. The consent of the Indians "entitled thereto" was required, under the 
terms of the treaty, before a reserve could be sold or otherwise disposed of. 
Canada, therefore, breached the terms of Treaty 6 by transferring Stoney Knoll 
Reserve No. 107 to the Department of the Interior wdthout first obtaining the consent 
of the surviving former members of the Young Chipeewayan Band. There is no 
conflict between the Indian Act and the treaty on this point. Although the Indian 
Act is silent, the treaty is quite specific about first obtaining the consent of the 
Indians "entitled thereto." 

J 2  [I9821 3 CNLR 53, [I9821 4 WWB 230. 



The treaty also imposes an obligation that the lands be sold for the use and 
benefit of the Indians entitled thereto. This did not happen in this case. There is 
no evidence to support the proposition that either the former members of Young 
Chioeewavan Band or the absorbing bands received anv benefit whatsoever from 
thesale of Stoney Knoll Reserve N;. 107. 

In our view Canada had a lawful obligation to account for the proceeds of 
disposition in one of two ways: (1) to ensure that the absorbing bands received 
additional reserve lands based on the treaty formula with respect to the number 
of members absorbed; or (2) to ensure that the absorbing bands received a 
pro rata distribution of the pmeeds of the sale of Stoney Knoll Reserve No. 107. 
The evidence is clear that a pro rata distribution did not take place. The evidence 
is not clear if any of the absorbing bands received additional reserve lands as a 
result of absorbing the Young Chipeewayan members. 

With respect to (2) above, after 1895 the Superintendent General of Indian 
Affairs had a discretion under section 140 of the Indian Act to pay a per capita 
share of a former band's capital to the band that had taken in the new member. 
It is not apparent h m  the kstorical record why the Department of Indian Affairs 
declined to exercise this discretion in favour of the absorbing bands with resvect " 

to the Young Chipeewayan Band members who were transferred, other than that 
it would have been "difficult" to do so and that the transfers were "informal." 

By transferring control of the lands, Canada was unjustly enriched, the First 
Nations of Saskatchewan were disadvantaged, and the terms of Treaty 6 were 
not fulfilled, if Canada did not account for the proceeds of disposition in one of 
the two ways set out above. 

Treaty 6 provided, among other things, that the Crown would set aside one 
square mile of reserve lands for each family of five for the mutual use and ben- 
efit of the band. There can be no doubt that the Crown originally satisfied this 
condition of the treaty with respect to the Young Chipeewayan Band. However, 
Canada's subsequent conduct involving a unilateral decision to transfer Stoney 
Knoll Reserve No. 107 without consent or compensation was a breach of Treaty 6. 

In R. o. Taylor and Williams, the Ontario Court of Appeal made the following 
comments regarding the nature and extent of treaty rights: 

In approaching the terms of a treaty quite apart from the other considerations already 
noted, the honour of the Crown is always involved. . . Mr. Justice Camvright emphasized 
this in his dissenting reasons in R. u. George . . . where he said: 

We should, I think endeavour to construe the treaty of 1827 and those Acts 
of Parliament which bear upon the question before us in such manner that the 



honour of the Sovereign may be upheld and Parliament not made subject to the 
reproach of having taken away by unilateral action and wilhout consideration 
the rights solemnly assured to the Indians and theirposterity by ~ e a t y . 7 ~  

The language employed by the court has been quoted with approval by many 
courts, including the Supreme Court of Canada in R. v. Sparrow: 

In our opinion G w ' n ,  together with R. u. Taylor and Williams (1981), 34 O.R. (2d) 360, 
[I9811 3 C.N.LR 114, ground a g e n e d  guiding principle for s. 35 (I). That is, the Government 
has the resoonsibilitv to act in a Aduciaw caoacitv with resoect to aboriginal peoples. B e  . . 
relationship between the Government and abori&als is &st-like, rathe; thk ad&'sarial, 
and contemporary recognition and affirmation af aboriginal rights must be defmed in light 
of this histokc r e i a t i o n ~ h i ~ ? ~  

RECONSTITUTING THE YOUNG CHIPEEWAYAN BAND 

Although the possibility of reconstituting the Young Chipeewayan Band has not 
been formally raised before this Commission, this would certainly represent an 
alternative which could be explored. We would ask Canada, the absorbing bands, 
and the claimants to consider whether it is practical to reconstitute the Band 
pursuant to section 2(l)(c) of the Indian Act, RSC 1985, c. 1-5.7' Throughout the 
past century, some Indian bands were no longer recognized76 by Canada as sus- 
taining themselves as a collective and identifiable entity. Consequently, where 
Canada caused7' or found that band members had generally dispersed," amal- 
gamated with other bands,'9 or enfranchised,8O it deleted the band hum its records. 

73 R u. Taylor and WiIIiums (1981), 34 OR (2d) 360 at 367 (Ont. CA). Emphasis added 
74 [I9901 1 SCR 1075,70 DLR (4th) 385, [I9901 CNLR 160. 
75 Section 2(1)(c) states: 

2(1) In tlus An, 
"band" means a body of Indians 
. . . 
(c) declned by the Governor in Council to be a band for the purposes of this Act;. . . 
The /!dun .rrr pnndr, a, crprcs5 dulhonn. J ~ f i m p  A nrilrr or a r t h d  hi elN.ll 1 hdnJ mdy the dl? 
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" Ur mWr nu ccrmrnc,lt un ti,c extrnt 01 1;mlJa i lrhb$iln unrrr it ,m he d.;n\cm,w~lcd thrt the bmd .Id 
not vol&tarlJy consent to its demise. 

7# The pll t of the Young Chipeewayan Band is an excelknt iUusvation of m s  point 
79 Througahout the late 19th century, in an effort to homestead the west, Canada actively procured surren- 

den hrn bands and amalgamated them into one band. lhis paint can be illustrated by citing two examples: 
(I) during the 1890s to 19005, two Assiniboine Bands, Pheasant Rump and Ocean Man,,were amalgamated 
with a Cree Band, White Bear. They were collectiveiy known as the Moose Mounm Bands; (2) Chief 
Luckyman signed Treaty 6 and a reserve was never confirmed for that Band. They were placed onto the 
Unle Pine Band reserve. 
The Mitchell Band in Alberta illusvales this point Duling the late i950s, the adult members of the Mitchell 
Band entirely enfranchised. Their reserve was subdivided and title to each parcel of land was ass1 ed to 
the families of the Band. A nr oradon was created and held the mineral righrs, in trusl, for thereneFit 
of the enfrancbed Band memTeen. 
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Since then, however, many of those bands have reassembled and asserted their 
identity as separate and distinct bands to Canada. For various reasons, many of 
those bands have been relisted as bands by Canada. 

There are at least two known examples of reassembled bands in Saskatchewan: 
the Moose Mountain Bands and the Luckyman Band. On November 23, 1989, the 
Luckyman Band and Canada entered into an agreement that would confirm a 
reserve for the Luckyman Band. On January 30-31, 1986, the White Bear First 
Nation and Canada entered into an agreement, reconstituting three historical 
bands and allocating funding to them for the purpose of purchasing lands to he 
reinstated as reserve lands. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is our view Canada was obligated to obtain the consent of the former mem- 
bers of Young Chipeewayan, pursuant to Treaty 6, before transferring control of 
Stoney Knoll Indian Reserve No. 107 to the Department of the Interior. 

To allow the lands contained in Stoney Knoll Indian Reserve No. 107 to be sold 
by Canada, without providing the absorbing bands with some form of compen- 
sation in terms of lands or money for the additional members received, would 
be to allow an injustice by way of unjust enrichment. Such a result would lead 
to the situation contemplated by the Supreme Court of Canada in Mitchell v. Peguis 
Indian Band, where the court said: 

it would be highly incongruous if the Crown, given the tenor of its ueaty commitments, were 
permitted. . . to diminish in significant measure the ostensible value of the rights conferredR1 

Issue 4: The Treaty Land Entitlement Agreement 

4 Wouldparticipation in recent Treaty Land Entitlement settlements disen- 
title the claimantsj?om raising this claim? 

With respect to Issue 4, we note that Canada, the Province of Saskatchewan, and 
many Saskatchewan First Nations entered into a comprehensive Treaty Land 
Entitlement Agreement in 1992. There was little evidence led with respect to this 
issue and not much given by way of oral argument. In our view, those bands 
able to establish a historical shortfall of land, as a result of absorbing former 
Young Chipeewayan Band members, should pursue those claims within the 1992 

[I9901 2 SCR 85 a1 136, 71 DLR [4hl 193 at 230, [I9901 3 CNLR 46 at 60 [La FarestJJ. 



Treaty Land Entitlement Agreement. If any such bands are not signatory to the 
1992 agreement, a separate specific claim, based on treaty land entitlement, may 
still exist. 

The question of whether any of the absorbing bands today have an outstanding 
treaty land entitlement claim to reserve land necessarily depends upon the par- 
ticular facts and circumstances relative to each band. That task is beyond the 
scope of this Inquiry. 



PART I11 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The parties framed the issues before this Commission as set out in Part 11 of this 
Report Issue 1, dealing with descendancy, was conceded by Canada at the out- 
set of this Inquiry. Therefore we have not dealt with this issue in depth and make 
no findings with respect to descendancy other than to note that Canada concedes 
that the claimants from the Higgins and Chickness families are descendants of 
members of the historical Young Chipeewayan Band. Details of the genealogy of 
the claimants as presented to this Commission are set out in Appendix C. 

Issue 2 was restated by us as a threshold question: Are the claimants a Band? 
This Commission is bound to follow the provisions of the Specific Claims Policy 
as defined in the 1982 booklet entitled Outstanding Bclsiness. That Policy clearly 
contemplates claims by a band or a group of bands, and not claims by individuals. 

We have found these claimants are not a "band" within the meaning of the 
Indian Act. Today the only indicia that link these individuals as a "band" are descen- 
dancy and the subject matter of this specific claim. It is evident from the exten- 
sive genealogical evidence put before us, and it has also been acknowledged by 
Canada, that the Higgins and Chickness families are direct descendants of Young 
Chipeewayan Band members. However, it is also clear that all the claimants, save 
and except for the Higgins family, have intermarried with members of other 
Saskatchewan Bands, such that today it must fairly be acknowledged that they are 
equally the descendants of members of other bands. 

We have found the Young Chipeewayan Band ceased to function as a collec- 
tivity, or as a "tribe," "band," or "body of Indians," at least by 1889, when the 
last individual was paid treaty under the Young Chipeewayan paylist. In our 
view, the historical evidence indicates that the Young Chipeewayan Band mem- 
bers began dispersing soon after the date of the signing of Treaty 6, and that the 
treaty paylists disclose that the dissolution of the Band occurred gradually over 
time and not as a single decisive act. 

No Canadian authority was proffered by counsel as to the common law 
meaning of a "band." However, a recent Australian case makes passing reference 



to the indicia of a "tribe." In Mabo v. Qwensland [I9921 5 CNLR (Aust. HC), 
Brennan J referred to the beneficiaries entitled to assert native title when he was 
defining native title. He recognized a "tribe" as a collective, cohesive, and iden- 
tifiable community. We find these claimants are not an identifiable community 
living today, or indeed at any time previous, as a collectivity. 

Based on the above findings, we make the following recommendation: 

RECOMMENDATION I 

The Policy does not allow for the validation of this claim brought by these 
claimants, as they are not a Band. 

As set out in Part 11, the mandate of this Commission includes what we refer 
to as "The Commission's Supplementary Mandate." We have been invited by the 
Government of Canada to make recommendations on how to proceed where the 
Commission finds that the Policy was implemented correctly, but the outcome was 
nonetheless unfair. In our view, this is precisely the type of circumstance which 
necessitates additional comments by this Commission. 

As we found in Part 11, although Canada could not have complied with the sur. 
render provisions contained in the Indian Act at the time, Canada failed to com. 
ply with the terms of Treaty 6, by failing to secure the consent of the former 
Young Chipeewayan Band members prior to transferring Stoney Knoll Reserve 
No. 107 to the Department of the Interior by Order in Council in 1897. This 
results in a lawful obligation on the part of Canada to account for the proceeds 
of disposition of that reserve to those Bands that absorbed the former members of 
Young Chipeewayan between the signing of Treaty 6 in 1876 and the transfer 
of the reserve in 1897. 

In our view, to the extent that the bands absorbing former Young Chipeewayan 
Band members suffered a treaty land entitlement shortfall, Canada could be oblig- 
ated to recalculate the reserve land allotment, for those absorbing bands, to con- 
form with the formula embodied inTreaty 6. Alternatively, it may well be Canada's 
obligation under Treaty 6 to allocate that total land comprising Indian Reserve 
No. 107, on a pro rata basis, to the absorbing bands. The evidence is clear that 
a pro rata distribution did not take place. The evidence is not clear if any of the 
absorbing bands received additional reserve lands as a result of absorbing the 
Young Chipeewayan members. 



We note that Canada, the Province of Saskatchewan, and many Saskatchewan 
Fist Nations entered into a comprehensive Treaty Land Entitlement Agreement 
in 1992. In our view, those bands able to establish a historical shortfall of land, 
as a result of absorbing former Young Chipeewayan Band members, should pur- 
sue those claims within the 1992 Treaty Land Entitlement Agreement If any such 
bands are not signatory to the 1992 agreement, a separate specific claim, based 
on treaty land entitlement, may still exist. 

Regardless of how this matter is approached and finally resolved, we are firmly 
of the opinion that Canada should not be unjustly enriched as a result of the 
misfortune of the Young Chipeewayan Band and the generosity of those bands 
that absorbed the Young Chipeewayan members. It is contrary to the spirit, intent, 
and wording of Treaty 6, which promised that reserve lands would only be taken 
for the benefit of treaty Indians, not for the benefit of Canada. 

RECOMMENDATION 2 

The issues surrounding the transfer of Young Chipeewayan Band mem- 
bers to the treaty paylists of other First Nations need to be explored in 
detail by Canada and the various First Nations that absorbed members 
of the Young Chipeewayan Band, on a case-bycase basis, including the 
effects, if any, of the 1992 Treaty Land Entitlement Agreement, to ensure 
that the provisions of Treaty 6 are honoured. 

For the Indian Claims Commission 

AT+.- A-#$- 
Carole T. Corcoran Daniel Bellegarde James Prentice, QC 
Commissioner Commissioner Commissioner 

December 1994 



APPENDIX A 

YOUNG CHIPEEWAYAN INQUIRY 

1 Commissioner's acceptance to conduct Inquiry June 30, 1993 

2 Notice sent to parties June 30,1993 

3 Planning conference October 15, 1 9 3  

The planning conference was held in Toronto, Ontario. Representatives from 
the alleged Young C h i m y a n  Band, Canada, and the Indian Claims Commission 
were invited and attended on October 15,1993. The issues discussed included: 
the mandate of the Commission, hearing dates, translation, consolidation of d m  
ments, pmcedural and evidentiary rules, the scope of the hphy, legal argument, 
and other matters related to the conduct of the Inquiry. 

4 Community session Saskatoon, Saskatchewan January 18-19, 1994 

On January 18 the Commissioners heard from 15 witnesses from various 
communities in the vicinity. They were: 

Chief Alfred Snake Amy Standingwater 
Harry Michael Elizabeth Standingwater 
Elizabeth Gaudry Chief Barry Ahenakew 
Lola (Louise) Gabriella Okeeweehow Chief Eugene Anaquod 
Joanne Mary Gude Douglas Bird 
Benjamin Johnson Weenie Leslie Angus 
Eugene Weenie Joseph Albert Angus 
Kelly Chickness 

On January 19 the Commissioners heard from two expert witnesses: Barbara 
Shanahan and Professor James Miller. 



5 Oral submissions: Saskatoon, Saskatchewan February 24, 1994 

6 Formal record 

The formal record in the Young Chipeewayan Inquiry consists of the following 
materials: 

. Documentary record (5 volumes of documents, 1 addendum, 1 index) 

. Young Chipeewayan transcripts from the community session (2 volumes) 

- Written submission of counsel for the claimants and Canada 

Transcripts of oral submissions (1 volume dated February 24, 1994) 

Book of authorities 

Exhibits tendered at the Inquiry 

Report of the Commission. 

The above represents the complete formal record of this Inquiry. 



APPENDIX B 

PROCEDURES OF THE YOUNG CHIPEEWAYAN INQUIRY 

Carole T. Corcoran, chairperson, called the session to order and invited an elder 
to open the meeting with a prayer. Benjamin Weenie made some introductory 
comments. Commissioner Corcoran briefly explained the role of the Commission 
and the scope of the Inquiry. Commission counsel tendered copies of documents 
relating to the mandate of the Commission into the formal record. A Cree inter- 
preter, Wesley Fine Day, was provided to enable the elders to give information 
and to follow the proceedings in their own language. 

Witnesses from surrounding communities were called and assisted by 
Commission counsel. They were not sworn in or asked to affirm their evidence 
under oath. All questions of them were asked through Commission counsel, with 
the Commissioners reserving the right to interject at any time. Other counsel 
who wished to raise questions were asked to put them in writing. The questions 
were given to Commission counsel, who would then direct the questions to the 
witness. Witnesses were not subject to cross-examination. 

Direct questioning of expert witnesses was conducted by the counsel calling 
the witness. The witnesses were not sworn in or asked to affirm their evidence 
on oath. They were briefly asked to provide their qualifications to give opinion 
evidence. The other counsel were given an opportunity to cross-examine. 

The Commissioners did not adopt any formal rules of evidence in relation to 
the community information or documents they were prepared to consider. 



APPENDIX C 

EVIDENCE ON ISSUES OF DESCENDANCY AND CHIEFIAINSHIP 

CHImAINS OF THE YOUNG CHIPEEWAYAN BAND 

Chief Chipeewayan and Young Chipeewayan 
Alfred Snake claims: (1) that he is a descendant of Chief Young Chipeewayan; 
(2) that Young Chipeewayan was a band member of the Young Chipeewayan 
Band; and (3) that he is entitled to bring this claim. A genealogical chart for the 
Snake and Standingwater families was filed as exhibit 4 at the inquiry. A revised 
copy is attached as figure 1. 

On August 24, 1876, the Chipeewayan Band received its first treaty annuity 
payments.l The 1876 treaty paylist reveals that Chief Chipeewayan was paid $73, 
comprising a one-time payment of $12 for each member of his family for taking 
treaty, and $25 for himself as chief. At that time, the treaty paylists indicated that 
he had two wives and one son. 

In 1877 Chief Chipeewayan passed away, and it is not disputed that he was 
succeeded by his son, Is-pim-ik kah-kee-tootz or Young Chipee~ayan.~ The 1877 
treaty paylist reveals Young Chipeewayan was paid for two wives and two girls: 
and by 1878 Young Chipeewayan was Chief and was paid for having three wives 
and three children.' 

In 1879 the Chipeewayan Band was paid at Battleford. The 1879 treaty paylid 
shows a woman has left Young Chipeewayan and he was paid $55: $25 as Chief 
and $5 each for two wives, one son, and three daughters. The treaty paylist says 

1 1876 treaty annuity paylist for Chipeewayan's Band: 1 Chief, 4 headmen, and 79 Indians were paid 
(iCC D&ents, p. 25). 

2 The spelling of l r  im ik kahkettaot has chan ed since 1876, This spelling is the one currently used by the 
F i t  Nation and tEer;fore wiu be used throu$out this report 
Since Alfred Snake is clalmlng to be the descendant of Young Chipeewayan, the remaining descendants of 
Chief Chipeewa an are irrelevant for the purpases of estabkhing lineal descent and consequently will not 
be explored at & time. 
1877 Chlpeewayan's Band Maty paylist (ICC Dacumenfs, p. 26). 

5 1878 Chipeewayan's Band treaty paykt (ICC Documents, p. 27). 
"879 Chipeewayan's Band ueaty paykt (KC Documents, p. 28). 



nothing about what happened to the woman who left Young Chipeewayan. There 
is no evidence to determine what happened to her and whether she took with 
her any children. From 1880 to 1887,' the treaty paylists show no significant 
changes in the Young Chipeewayan family except two births and a death. In 1885 
the treaty paylist8 does not show where the Band was paid, but it does indicate 
Band members were paid. 

In 1888 the Young Chipeewayan Band was no longer paid under a separate 
entry, rather members were paid under other treaty paylists. In 1888 Young 
Chipeewayan was paid as number 102 under the Thunderchild treaty paylist? 
From 1888 to 1908, Young Chipeewayan was paid as number 102 under the 
Thunderchild Band. Young Chipeewayan was not paid in the capacity as Chief 
of a Band, and during that time the size of his family fluctuates.1° 

In 1899 Young Chipeewayan was paid $15: $5 for himself, one boy, and a 
girl. The notation in the remarks column of the 1899 treaty paylist for the 
Thunderchild Band states "Boy to man and paid as No. 146 this Band."" Number 146 
has not been identified. 

The Thunderchild treaty paylist records no significant changes to Young 
Chipeewayan's family from 1900 to 1908. Two notations in the remarks column 
of the 1905 and 1908 paylist explain the reason for a reduction in his family. 
The 1905 paylist states: "Boy to man & paid as No. 152 this Band."12 Number 152 
has not been identified. The 1908 paylist states: "Girl to woman & paid with her 
husband as No. 148 this Band."I3 Number 148 has not been identified. 

To summarize, Chief Chipeewayan and his three headmen signed Treaty 6 in 
1876. In 1877 Chief Chipeewayan passed away and was succeeded by his 
son, Is-pim-ik kah-kee-toot or Young Chipeewayan. There are two significant 

7 In 1887 the trea paykt discloses that one of hA daughters married a man from the Thunderchild reserve. 
The notation i n x e  remarks column for the Youne Chioeewavan Band states: "1 dauPhter married No. 86 - .  , " 
Tnunderchild 

8 1885 Youn Chipeewayan's Band treaty payiist (ICC Dacuments, p. 34). 
9 1888 Thunierchild Band treaty paykt (ICC Documents, p. 37). 
l o  In 1897 there is no explanation why Young Chipeewayan's wife w no longer accounted for However, 

there is an explanation for the redunion in the number of @Is. The notation in the remarks column of the 
1897 treaty paykt for the Thunderchild Band states: "Girl married to number 86." Number 86 has not been 

". 
1899 Thunderchild Band ueaty paylist (ICC Dorwnents, p. 48). Generd , treaty annuity numbers were 
eiven to Indian children at the discretion of the Indian aeenr The eener& accemed rule was that Indian 
Fhildren were paid annuities under their family numbe; until th& were marrikd or reached the axe of 
maiorlty at uh~rh  unie (he). retrlvnl theu om numkr. Wlule the age uf malonty vaned from prr>;inrr 
to pronnsr. 11 was genrraily accepted that the ;1g~. of malonly was L I years old In me c u e  of an mphan. 
he ur she uuuid rutavc lhetr  AN m n a l ~  number at an earlier am Fee Bennett HrCvdle IndLln ~~~~~~~~~~ , ~~ ~ ~.~ -~ .o. .-~ . - ~ ~ ~  ~~ ~ 

Hisloty and C!nim:A ~esiikh ~a'hbwk. 2 vols. iOttaw+ Indm and Northern Affairs Canad% 1981). 
r: h'esinrch By88ts, 149. 

12 1 9 5  Thunderc d Band treaty paykt (ICC Documents, p. 54). 
11 1908 Thunderchild Band treaty paykt (ICC Dammeno, p. 57). 



revelations relating to Young Chipeewayan and the treaty paylists. First, $25 was 
paid to the individual recognized as Chief. Second, a written record reveals some 
characteristics regarding the family history of treaty band members. 

With regard to Chieftainship, the treaty paylists demonstrate that Young 
Chipeewayan was paid in his capacity as Chief until 1888. From that year for- 
ward, the Young Chipeewayan Band members were no longer paid under a sep- 
arate entry but rather were paid under other treaty paylists. Young Chipeewayan 
was paid as number 102 under the Thunderchild treaty paylist from 1888 to 1908. 

With regard to family history, the 1879 treaty paylist for Chipeewayan's Band 
reveals that a woman left Young Chipeewayan. There is no indication of what hap 
pened to her and whether she kept chi&en she had with Young ChipeewayG 
Although there are deaths and births in Young Chipeewayan's family, no son or 
daughter becomes old enough to receive a treaqnumber until 1897. In 1897 Young 
Chipeewayan's daughter marries number 86 of the Thunderchild Band. The 1899 
and 1905~hunderchild treaty paylists expressly identify male children of Young 
Chipeewayan. However, the paylists submitted do not identify the children by name. 

Albert SnaRe 
There is no dispute that Chief Alfred Snake1* is the son of Albert Snake. To sim- 
plify matters, Albert Snake's history will be examined. The disputed issue is 
whether Albert Snake was the son of Young Chipeewayan. The treaty paylists 
for the Young Chipeewayan and Thunderchild Bands do not reveal a lineage from 
Young Chipeewayan to Albert Snake.li 

On February 12, 1955, a meeting was held with six individuals present.16 The 
purpose of the meeting was to reduce to writing the oral history of Albert Snake. 
Harry Bighead17 took the minutes of the meeting. In that document, Albert Snake 
states his relationship to Chief Chipeewayan and Young Chipeewayan. He states: 

I was about nine years old when my grandfather, Ochippeywan, the Chief, advised his people 
to leave the reserve for the winter. 

l4 Treaty No. 286 of the Sandy Lake Band (ICC Exhibit 5).  
' 5  In fact, the treaty paylists far the Young Chipeewayan and Thunderchild bands do not disclose or refer to 

Albert Snake u either being paid annuity payments, or transferred to or from another reserve. 
16 Minutes taken at rhe Sandy Lake Reserve. Fehruw 12,1955. Present were Baofisfe Can@. Mrs. B. Can@. 

J d u ~  Sndkc. ~krt S I I ~ ~ C ;  HF n~ghudd, and ii,d jndkc F.\cr t IImy Bighead, cvenunc uas ~ l d ~ r d  
111 rlhen Snake by ~ ! l h ~ . r  mdm e ur bLud flCC Ducumrnts !- I ,  

1. l l a v  Hlghedd and l l ; q  U i i h z  ire the ime pmon ~ a h a e y a  ha idther's @\ell ndme 



It was about towards spring when sichess came upon us and quite a few passed away, 
one of them was grandfather, the Chief. My mother was one of the women who passed 
away. Her name was 0-mamees. . . . My father's name was Espim.hiccak-itmt To vanslate 
this from Cree to enghsh, 'somebody who calls from the sky."8 

His explanation for the distinction between his surname and Chipeewayan was 
due to Cree culture and religious administration. The 1955 minutes state, in part: 

It was during the summer when I and my grandmother were called up for baptism by 
Reverend Hines and were both baptised on the same day. They gave her the name, Emma, 
while mine was Albert . . . It may sound silly to you, but it has been and I think is still the 
same with some Indians even in this generation that no mother-in.law will name her son-in- 
law at any time for the respect of her son-in-law and the son.in-law will do the same at any 
time. Therefore, when my grandmother was asked the name of my father, she refused to 
name him. But I had to have a last name and so Reverend Hines and others who were in 
attendance of mine and my grandmother's baptism gave me a name - Snake, because at the 
time I was living at Snake Plain and so they thought of naming me after that place, but 
they made it shorter just snake.'? 

Counsel for the claimant submitted two certificates of baptism, one for Albert 
SnakeZo and one for his grandmother, Emma Snake?' On August 10, 1884, the 
Reverend John Hines baptised an orphanzz by the name of Albert and his grand- 
mother, Emma, at St Mark's Church, Asissippi Mission. The certificate of baptism 
for Albert Snake shows his date of Kith as 1875.23 

The first mention of Emma Snake on the treaty paylists found by Ms Shanahq2* 
the researcher retained by Canada in this matter, was on that for 1885. In that 
year Emma was paid as number 118 with the Mistawasis Band at Snake Plain?' 
A notation in the remarks column of the 1885 Mistawasis treaty paylist states: 
"Not paid last year very old with grandson from ~lain."~"here are no changes 
noted in the Mistawasis treaty paylists until 188y2' when the grandson had 
become old enoughz8 to receive his own treaty number. 

\Ilnuler ilken dl lllc Sand) Llks Kvrenc Fchruap I ? ,  l jii (ICC Dwummu, pp w?, w5, r, t "oi l  
.'' Mmuws taken a the Sandy Lake K6enc R b r u w  I?, 1955 (ICC Uucumcnl, pp ol,X A9 
?'' Crnificale uf brpusm lor i h e n  Snake from Dior'ese 01 <ukau'hewan (ICC Lduba 01 
3 Cemf!nu uf ba Ism fur Emma Snake hum i)locrw ui $arkatchewan IICL t~h tb i l  '! :' IIe w e  h a p n A a s  an (nrphvl dnd h e  names uf h s  parent! wrre IIUI recorded 
. I  The dale ~i funher curnnhurated in h e  1 9 i i  mmutc5 '+ Barbara Shanahan w u  uuned as a c laad  sychulog,~ md uorked in h e  area uf pnjiholo& rebcarih 

Smce 1989 che has k e n  r a q m  uur ,onland htrtuncal rrsrmh. 
ic 1885 Hatawass Rand wary paykt (I((: Uc>olmem, p 591 
'6 [bid 
'7 1889 Mistawasis Band veary paylist (ICC Daument!, p. 63). In 1889 the tern& mlum af the Mistawaris 

paylist notes: "Boy draws under No. 133." 
Zs ge%omte l I ,  above. 



The 1890 Mistawasis treaty paylistZ9 discloses that Emma Snake had passed 
away and that Albert Snake received his treaty annuity payment In that year, Albert 
was paid on the Ahtahkakoop treaty paylist30 as number 126. There are no 
changes to the Ahtahkakoop treaty paylist regarding Albert Snake until 1894 
when he married. For the period 18941916, the Ahtahkakoop treaty paylist 
reveals that Albert Snake had one wife and that there were some births and 
deaths in his family. In 1916 the Ahtahkakoop treaty paylist identified the name 
"Alfred as a newborn boy." In 1916, Albert Snake had one wife?' two boys, 
and one girl. The older boy has not been identified. At the Inquiry, Alfred Snake 
gave evidence that his older brother passed away without leaving any offspring.33 
The older girl has been identified as Elizabeth Gaudry3* 

Currently, each claimant recognizes Alfred Snake as the hereditary Chief. 
Although some expressed their reasons in terms not normally characteristic of 
"hereditary chieftainship," others gave their reasons on the basis of a blood line. 

Q. Who do you recognize as being the hereditary chiet? 
A. Alfred. Mr. Alfred Snake. 
Q. Could you tell the Commissioners why you recognize him as being hereditary chief of 

the Young Chipeewayan Band? 
A. Well I believe he deserves it and I think he's all right to be our chief. Sm having no 

complaints. 
Q. Are you aware of anyone else claiming to be the hereditary chief of the Young 

Chipeewayan Band, other than Alfred Snake? 
A. Not really." 

- Lola Okeeweehow 

Q. Who do you recognize as being the hereditary chief of the Young Chipeewayan Band? 
A. Alfred Snake. 
Q. Could you tell the Commissioners why? 
A. That's what a lawyer had told me. 

29 1890 Mitawasis Band meaty paylist (ICC Documenu, p. 64). The notation In the remarks column is: "To 
Ticket No. 126 Ahtahkakoap." 

3O 1890 Ahtahkakmp trea paylist (ICC Documen6, p. 67). The notation in the remarks column of the 1890 
Ahtahkakoap treaty pa& states: "From Ticket No. 133 Mistawuis..' 

3 1916 Ahtahhkcop  neat^ pavkt (ICC ikumen6, P. 90). In the remarks column is found the notation: "W 
hnm F*h 7 " ...,... .." 

'? uar bs  Rrrt uifr pa id  ruiy, lhen Snake rndmvd Rose Hud There w r e  1111 i>flspmg 3s a nrull 111 

hat mmage: Ruse Bud nruught u,~t~r. cluldren tntu me il,ama?,e (ICC TrmnpLr, V I ~ .  1 ,  p 1381 
'I ILC Tran<mou vul I .  o 1' 
3' At the 1nquik, ~kabe'ili Gaudry gave evidence she w u  91 years of age (ICC Transcripu, vol. 1, p. 65). 
35 ICC Transrrip~, val. 1. pp. 78,79 (Loia Okeeweehow). 



Q. Are you aware of anyone else claiming to be the hereditary chief of the Young 
Chipeewayan Band? 

Kelly Chickness 

Q. Who do you recognize as being the hereditary chief of Young Chip? 
A She says Alfred is probably the - in her understanding the nurent leader is Alfred. 
Q. Are you aware of anyone else claiming to be the hereditary chief of the Young 

Chipeewayan Band? 
A ~ 0 . 3 7  

-Elizabeth Gaudry 

Q. Who do you recognize as being the hereditary chief, 
A. WeU we signed that ffidavit staring that Alfred Snake was the hereditary chief, back 

in '85, and put it into court 
Q. Why do you recognize him as being the hereditary chief, 
A. WeU he established this line of our family that in our customs and traditions we still 

go by that, we don't go by the Indian Act. And that he was his direct descendant or his 
descendancy comes from the direct line of the chiefs and that's the way we had it 
in '84.)8 

- Benjamin Weenie 

Q. Who do you recognize as being the hereditary chief and why? 
A. Alfred Snake, because since I know him he's been working on this Chipeewayan Reserve. 

He used to mme over therr at the reserve to see my mother about it, talk to her about i t  
Q. Are you aware of anyone else claiming to be the hereditary chief of the Young 

Chipeewayan Band? 
A No, just Alfred.39 

-Amy Standingwater 

In summary, there is no dispute that Chief Alfred Snake is the son of Albert 
Snake. The disputed issue is whether Albert Snake was the son of Young Chipwayan 

BAND MEMBERS 

General 
The remaining claimants belong to five families. Each family's Band member- 
ship is being challenged on one or more of three grounds: (1) that of descendancy; 
(2) that the alleged original ancestor was not a Young Chipeewayan Band 

5' ICC Transcripts, vol. 1, p. I17 (Kelly Chickness). 
37 ICC Tranmipts, vol. 1, p. 67 (Elizakth Gaudly). 

ICC Transaipts, vol. 1, p. 95 (Benjamin Weenie). 
39 ICC Transaipts, vol. 1, p. 121 (Amy Standingwater). 



member; and (3) that an ancestor had acted in such a manner that he or she 
became disentitled to claim membership to the Young Chipeewayan Band. Families 
that Canada challenges on the basis of descendancy include Okeeweehow and 
Angus. The family being challenged on the basis that the alleged original ances- 
tor was not a Young Chipeewayan Band member is Weenie. All the families are 
being challenged on the basis that their ancestor acted in such a way as to 
disentitle them to be Young Chipeewayan Band members. 

Lineage 

Okeeweehuw 
Lola Gabriella Okeeweehow claims: (1) that she is a descendant of Okeeweehow; 
(2) that she was a member of the Young Chipeewayan Band; and (3) that she is 
entitled to bring this claim. A genealogical chart for the Okeeweehow family was 
filed as exhibit 15 at the inquiry. A revised copy is attached as figure 2. 

The 1876 Chipeewayan treaty paylist shows Ookeewahaw and a woman were 
admitted to treaty with the Chipeewayan Band. In that year he was paid $24 as 
number 11," a one-time $12 payment4' for himself and for the woman. 
Ookeewahaw was paid $10 with the Chipeewayan Band until 1879. In each year 
there were minor changes to his name: the spelling of the name changes from 
Ookeewahaw in 1876, to Ookeeweehow in 1878, to Ookeewehow in 1879 on 
the Chipeewayan treaty paylist. The 1879 Chipeewayan treaty paylist4' reveals 
Ookeewahow was paid, as number 12, the sum of $15: $5 for himself, his wife, 
and a boy child. The 1879 Chipeewayan treaty paylist was the last entry for 
Okeewahow. No record has been located of Okeewahaw's movements for the 
yean 1880, 1881, 1882, 1883, and 1884. 

In 1885 the name "Okewehow" appears on a Piapot treaty p a y l i ~ t . ~ ~  He was 
paid $10 as number 121: $5 for each of himself and his mother, wife of "the 
Magpie." A notation in the remarks column of the 1885 Piapot treaty paylist for 
Okewehow states: "Drew with No. 43 in 184 draws now with his mother widow 
of the Magpie No. 153 paysheet 1883."" Again there are minor changes to the 

1876 Chipeewayw vealy payiist (ICC Documents, p. 234). 
41 The $12 oavment relates to h e  terns agreed to in Treatv 4. 
42 1879 ~higewayan treaty paylist (ICC focuments, p. 2 3 i )  
I$  18Xi Plafiut w&ty pdyll;t (I(;(: Dlrumrllr\, p. !ti) " I885 Plapt r r c q  pz).l~$t (ICC DfmJmena p 245) The 188. Plapqr mat" pa!lal for tlulnhrr 1 3  tdcntfic, 

I ~ P  O A V Z ~  .LI Ymd. %C uoman u.hu rent h u h  The nulauun m h e  r~.marks <olwnn w m .  Hamd ~, ,~~ ~ okrrceehuu uf hk R i l l  She fomerb. brkmgdtu the C h v ~ h z s 5  Rand SII I8"The 1885 Ylapbt vea 
path1 fur numkr lil ihnuf ia  h e  payee as Ltllz Mypic I j t~ Ie  Magpa u u  m e d y  pad in lX8l u ~ x  
h e  r~apvl Band Thr nuuurgn in h e  remark$ mlumn for t ide Magpie slates -Rdmcc 01 Famlk on I ' rme 



name Okeeweehow. The spelling of the name changes from Okewehow in 1885, 
to Okeweehow in 1899, to Okeeweehow in 1920. 

The factual issue in dispute is whether Ookeewahaw of the Chipeewayan Band 
in 1879 is one and the same person as Okewehow on the 1885 Piapot treaty 
paylist There is no dispute that Okewehow of the Piapot Band is the father of 
Joseph Norman okeeweeho&' and that Lola Gabriella Okeeweehowd6 is his 
daughter from his marriage to Gabriella Dubois.*' 

Although Lola Gabriella Okeeweehow testified at the inquiry that she knew 
her grandfather, Okeeweehow, she was not able to provide information germane 
to the disputed issue: 

Q. Did you know your grandfather? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. How old were you when he passed away? 
A. Five years old . .  . He was a tall man, very tall and very nice man. 
Q. The spelling of Okeeweehow changes in the records, is Norman Okeeweehow the son 

of OoKeewahaw, could you clanfy that? 
A. I don't know. . . 

- Lola Okeeweehow 

Ms Barbara Shanahan was retained by Canada to confirm or deny the genealogi- 
cal history asserted by the claimants. Ms Shanahan tendered a report" of her 
analysis and conclusions which was based solely upon treaty paylist research, 
concluding as follows: 

On the dommentaty evidence there is no rational basis to believe that the Oo kee wa haw 
who was admitted to treaty with the Young Chipeewayan Band with his wife in 1876 is one 
and the same person bearing the same name who died on the reserve of the Musquopeeting 
Band in 1933 as a member of that Band. There is no plausible or compelling reason to 
think that the 00 kee wa haw of the Young Chipeewayan Band, being a manied person 
with a child paid under his own number as a member of the Band until 1879 would have 
any reason to want to spend the next six years of his life as a member of Piapot's Band and 
to be paid under the annuity number of his father, The Magpie. Therefore it n~ust follow 
there existed two different persons bearing the same name. 

5 1928 birth certificate of Lola Gabriella Okeeweehow (ICC huments, p. 894). Norman Okeeweehow was 
born amund 1898 at Maple Creek, Saskauhew. 'Ihe cer6ficate fists father asNormanJoseph Okeeweehow, 
msidim at the Muskewpetung Indian Reserve. I l e  certificate identifies him as Cree, 30 years old, and born 
at ~ap!e Creek, Saskatchewan. This information is consistent with the 1898 Piapot treaty paylist 
(ICC Documents 258) It shows that two boys were born to Okewehow and one sumved " Treaty number b& of tde Muskowpetung Band. 
1922 man'lage certificate of ose h Norman Okeeweehow and GabriellaDubois (ICC D~uments, p. 1071). 
1CC Transmi\!, "01. 1 , t  7/(L0!a Okeeweehow). 

' 9  Filed as Exhi lu 30 an 31 at the Inquiry (ICC Documents, pp. 1-488). 



On this basis Lola Okeeweehow cannot be said to be a descendant of a member of the 
Young Chipeewayan Band. 

Further, and in any event, even if the 00 kee wa haw in question was, as claimed by 
the Plaintiffs, a member of the Young Chipeewayan Band, he ceased to be a member of that 
Band when he joined Piapot's Band. By 1897 he had been a member of Piapot's Band for 
at least 12 years during when he accepted to be paid, and was paid, under his father's ticket 
in the annuity lists of the latter ~and.lO 

At the inquiry, Ms Shanahan specified that, based upon the treatypaylists, a0 
established connection existed between Ookeewahaw of the 1879 Chipeewayan 
Band and Okewehow on the 1885 Piapot treaty paylist. She conceded that her 
conclusions were based solely on the treaty paylists and she did not carry out 
any further research, for example, in church records." 

Angus 
Leslie Anms claims: (1) that he is a descendant of Pahvahmootaywin; (2) that 
~ah~ahmoota~win was a member of the Chipeewayan Band; and(3) that he is 
entitled to bring this claim. A genealogical chart for the Angus family was filed 
as exhibit 22 at the Inquiry. A revised copy is attached as figure 3. 

The 1876 Chipeewayan treaty paylist does not include the name 
"Pahpahmootaywin." It was not until 1877 that this name fist appears on the 
paylist, as number 22.52 In that year he was paid $68: a one-time payment of 
$12 each for taking treaty, and a $5 annuity payment each for himself, a wife, 
and two boys. However, the 1878 and 1879 the Chipeewayan treaty pay1i~ts'~do 
not include the name Pahpahmootaywin, nor does a search of the treaty paylists 
for reserves in close proximity to the Chipeewayan Band disclose the name. No 
documents were submitted demonstrating the descendancy of Pahpahmootaywin 
to the Angus family. 

At the Inquiry, Leslie Angus54 testified that his parents were Harry Angus and 
JuliaTootoosis. They were married 56 years ago and both are still alive.55 Harry 
Angus has always lived on the Thunderchild reserve; Julia Tootoosis is currently 
89 years of age. Leslie Angus also testified that Julia's parents were John Tootoosis 
and Mary Louise Favel and that both had lived on the Poundmaker reserve. 

5 '  Kcprlrr on he dcs,endmu (11 lllu Young Lhlpzrea\m Rand n pm1culm7ud m h e  ,Ialrrnr.nl of :lun m 
the case ofilfid dmknabprd r. lheguem, Janum 15. 1991 ,ICC Dtnunlmlc, p !I. !!I " ICC Tranccnots vo1 ! OD 111.22 IBarbarr Shmlhiu~r 

iz 1877 Chi iwayan trei6 payilist ( k c  D m e n u ,  p. 142). 
53 ,878 an8879 Chipeewayan treaty paylist (ICC Documents, p. 27,28) 
r4 Treaty number 371 of !he Thunderchild Band. 
55 ICC Tmsctipts, vol. I ,  p. 143 (Leslie Angus). 



Joseph Albert ~ n g u s ' ~  testified that Mary Louise Favel's father was Basil Favel, Jr, 
but that her mother's name was unknown. Basil Favel Jr's father was Basil 
Favel Sr, and his mother was Watchusk. Joseph Albert Angus further testified 
that Watchusk's father was Pahpahmootaywin; her mother's name was unknown. 

Joseph Albert Angus accepted that exhibit 22 was factually correct in that 
Pahpahmootaywin had three daughters. However, the 1877 Chipeewayan treaty 
paylist shows Pahpahmootaywin as having two sons. Commissioner Bellegarde 
questioned Joseph Albert Angus: 

Q. Just referring to . .  . 1877 Chipeewayan Band pay list Pahphootaywin is number 22 
on this list and it seems that he has, of course, himself, his wife and two boys, and no 
girls are mentioned on the pay list. And yet at the ancestral Line and living descendants 
there are thee  daughters and no mention of any boys? 

.4. Right I did have the occasion to research this and I have not completed my research 
in this area, but I traced Basil Favel as to when he married Watchusk, Basil Favel, 
Senior, that is. And he was formerly a member of the Bob Tail Band before moving to 
Uttle Pine and then, subsequently, to Poundmaker. Now in 1878, the first time I was 
able to locate him, he already had a wife so at that extent of my research it did not yet 
say that his wife, when he started getting paid with her, came from which band, so there 
is still some research for me to do in this respect. I'm aware of thati7 

The disputed issues are whether Pahpahmootaywin was a member of the 
Chipeewayan Band, whether Pahpahmootaywin had a daughter Watchusk, and 
whether Watchusk had children. 

Albert Angus also gave evidence regarding Young Chipeewayan's definition 
of its membership: 

I can only answer that fron~ my knowledge of custom in the Cree tradition, as opposed to 
what the specific defmition might have been with respect to the Chipeewayan Band. I had 
the occasion to speak with my late uncle, John Tootoosis, (John Tootoosis is the brother of 
my mother, Julia.) From as a young man he was my mentor about family history, tradition 
and politics. . . . [O]n . . . one occasion I travelled with him to Frog Lake from Poundmaker 
Reserve . . . And I took the occuion to ask him questions about Indian tradition. Initially, 
it was not a discussion with respect to debition of bands . . . it started off with a discus- 
sion if there was such a thing as capital punishment in the tradition of our culture and he 
said there was. Tkere was, and he gave me an example of the kind of crime against a nation 
it would be where capital punishment might be invited. He said that it was with respect to 
violation of Indian law concerning band ~nembership and on an occasion where people left 
the reserve without the permission of the warrior society, as would be sanctionedby the 
chief, they would be immediately chased and the warriors would have the authority to try 

5 .  l'rraq i~un~ber +L t of h e  Ihundsrch~U bdtd llr. 15 Lesla \rips us, rrlunycr bnlrlcr 
I(:C Trutwnpb all. I ,  p I jr Joseph .\Ihcn .wgs,. 



and persuade him to come back to the band and, if that person refused, they would then 
shred all their clothes, and if they still refused, kill their means of transportation, which was 
usually hones, and if they still refused they would just shoot him on the spot. Now I asked 
him why this was so. He said that was the law of membership, that the only exceptions there 
would be if people were to leave for the purposes of hunting and there had to be petmission 
to leave band membe~hip.'~ 

Mr. Angus advised that this information was corroborated in the book entitled 
Voices of the Plains Cree by Edward Ahenakew. The relevant portions of the 
book were filed as exhibit 23 at the Inquiry. 

Weenle 
Benjamin and Eugene Weenie claim: (1) that they are descendants of 
Mahchanchekoss; 2) that Mahchanchekoss was a member of the original 
Chipeewayan Band; and (3) that they are entitled to bring this claim. A genealogi- 
cal chart for the Weenie family was filed as exhibit 18 at the Inquiry. A revised 
copy is attached as figure 4. 

It is not until 1882 that the name "Mahchanchekoss" appears in the Young 
Chipeewayan treaty payli~t.~9 A notation in the remarks column of the 1882 
Chipeewayan treaty paylist list states: "Paid at Walsh in '81." However, the 1881 
Fort Walsh treaty paylistbU for the Chipeewayan Band members does not include 
the name "Mahchanchekoss." 

The name does appear on the 1883 treaty paylist for Strike Him on the Back 
Band. In that year he was paid $10 as number 76: a $5 annuity payment each 
for himself and a boy. In 1884 Mahchanchekoss was recorded as number 78 with 
the Little Pine Band and he remained with them until his death in 1892. For the 
years 1886-88, the Little Pine Band treaty lists reveal that one boy and two giils 
of Mahchanchekoss's five children moved to the United States. No historical evi- 
dence was submitted identifying the three children or where they live today. 
The remaining two children have been identified as Mary or Betty, and Weenie 
Manon. There is no dispute that Benjamin and Eugene Weenie are descendants 
of Weenie Manon, and that he was a descendant of ~ahchanchekoss.~~ The disputed 
issue is whether "Mahchanchekoss" was a member of the Chipeewayan Band. 

'" ICC Transmpu, r r d  I ,  pp I t i + '  Ju,rph Ibr.rt411ys1 
$ 3  I*? Young Cluprewlyan lreary payl~sr {lI:C I)or.umenu y 95) Ile w n  p d  S?D as numkr I I 1 S i  

rnnultr nwmea lor rath of hnrnselr his wle. one I,,,\ md one clrl , r ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~~~~ ~~, ., ~~~~ -~ 
60 In 1881 the Youn Chipeeway Bmd war paid at Fort Wllsh as .'stragglers" (ICC Documents, p. 30). 
61 At the inquiry, the$oitowin~ exchanEe oaurred between hk G& and ~arbara ~hanahan (l~C,~ransaipts, 

vol. 2, p.'260): 
Q. I see. So it is acknowledged that he's the ancestor of the Weenies? 
k Yes. 



Higgins 
Donald Hinains claims: (1) that he is a descendant of Ooseechehahn; (2) that 
0oseechel;;;ahn was a &mber of the original Chipeewayan Band; and (3) that 
he is entitled to bring this claim. A genealogical chart for the Higgins family was 
filed as exhibit 28 at the Inquiry. A revised copy is attached as figure 5. 
Mr. Higgins was not present to give evidence at the Inquiry. However, treaty 
paylists were filed with the Commission and his genealogy can be traced. 

The 1876 Chipeewayan treaty paylist shows that Ooseechekwahn and a woman 
were admitted to treaty with the Chipeewayan Band. h that year he was paid 
$24 as number a one-time payment of $12 for taking treaty, for each 
of himself and his wife. He continued to be paid annuity payments as a member of 
the Chipeewayan Band until his death in 1 8 8 6 . ~ ~  

In 1886, 1887, and 1888 his widow and six children were paid under his 
annuity number with the Young Chipeewayan Band." In 1889 Ooseechekwahn's 
widow was paid as number 11 1 of the Thunderchild Band. She was paid $25: a 
$5 annuity payment for each of herself, one boy, and three women. The notation 
in the remarks column states: "10 Young Chipeewayan. 2 boys dead. 3 girls 
women."" From 1889 until she passed away in 1896, Ooseechehahn's widow 
was paid with the Thunderchild Band as number 11 1. 

The Thunderchild treaty paylist for 1890 contains the following notation in 
the remarks column: "1 woman 'Emma Apistatim' withdrawn."" There is no dis- 
pute that Emma Apistatim married Peter Higgin in that year.67 

The disputed issue is whether "Ooseechekwahn's widow" continued to remain 
a member of the Chipeewayan Band despite having been paid with the 
Thunderchild Band from 1889 to 1896. Further, Canada submits that Emma 

lb'b c'hlpwsw)ul lrmt) payla! ICC IJ~~mme!~a p jd', 
' 5  I&& Yuund Chpwa\.an orq pa)lr,t ICC I ) r r m u ~ u ,  g. 49-1 ihr is& Young Lhhlpvudydn urdl) pl\lr~l 

,bus, that O O \ P C L ~ I S ~ U ~ ) L I I  I ULUOU pad $ 5 5  A 5 5  mnun paymen8 fur c&n uf tncncll three h ) s ,  
and Wee girls. 

64 1886, 1887, and I888 Young Chipeewayan veaty payiisa (ICC Documents, pp. 397-99). 
65 1889 Thunderchdd treaty paylist (ICC Documents, p. 400). 
66 18% Thunderchdd treaty paylist (ICC Documents, p. 401). 
67 At the Inquiry, the following exchange accurred between Mr. Griffin and BarbvaShanahan (ICC Tmcripfs, 

vol 2, p. 227): 
A My genealogical work concurs with the band's genealogy. It - the woman Emma Apistatim who 

manied Peter Higgins . . . was the daughter of 00 See Che Kwahn, Moving Stone, who was a member 
of the Young Chipeewayan Band. 



Apistatim withdrew from treaty and consequently lost her membership. There is 
no dispute that Donald Higgins is a descendant of Oo~eechekwahn.~~ 

Chkhss  
The Chickness huly claims: (1) that they are descendants of Ke-imwaht 
(2) that Keeyewwahkapimwaht was a member of the original Chipeewayan Band; 
and (3) that they are entitled to bring this claim. A genealogical chart for the 
Chickness family was filed as exhibit 19 at the Inquiry. A revised copy is attached 
as figure 6. 

Keeyewwahkapimwaht signed Treaty 6 in his capacity as headman of the 
Young Chipeewayan Band. The 1876 Chipeewayan treaty paylist shows that 
Keeyewwahkapimwaht was paid $99 as number 5: $15 in his capacity as head- 
man and a onetime $12 payment for taking treaty for each of his wife, two boys, 
and four girls. He received annuity payments with the Chipeewayan Band until 
1880. Although in 1881 Keeyewwahkapimwaht was paid as number 172 of the 
Piapot Band, a remark in Piapot's treaty paylist shows that he was recognized as 
a headman of the Chipeewayan Band, and in 1882 Keeyewwahkapimwaht was 
again paid under the Young Chipeewayan treaty paylisf this time as number 2. 

During the years 1883-87 he69 appears on the Poundmaker treaty paylist 
under the name Shooting Eagle, and was paid under numbers 66 and 67, in his 
capacity as a headman of the Young Chipeewayan Band. In 1885 Shooting Eagle 
was not paid because he was considered a rebel. 

In 1888 "Keokapamot" was paid as number 67 of Poundmaker's Band. The treaty 
paylist shows he was paid $30: $15 in his capacity as headman, and a $5 annuity 
payment for each of his wife and two girls. 

In 1889 Keokapamot was again paid as number 67 of Poundmaker's Band 
but this time he was only paid $15: a $5 annuity payment for each of himself, a 
wife, and one girl. (The remarks column shows one girl has married number 149.) 

6% A1 the inquiry, the following exchange occurred between Mr. Grit% and BarbaraShanlhan (ICC Tmsmpts, 
vol. 2, p. 241): 
Q. Yes. So that with regard to these various oups of peo le. I tlke it it's established at the ouwt that 

the Chickness family and the Higgins fun8 are desceniants? 
A They are descendants, yes. 
Q. Yes. And, of course, that involves the numben which are shown on the family trees which you have 

looked at! 
A Yes 

69 The ppvtles agree that Keeyewwahkapimwaht, Shooting Eagle, and Kmkapamot refer to the same penon. 



The significance of this entry is that Keokapamot was no longer paid in his 
capacity as headman. The treaty paylist for Poundmaker's Band reflects no signi- 
ficant changes to Keokapamot until 1896. In 1896 a girl married number 124. 
There is no dispute that number 124 is Harry Chickness. Further, there is no dis- 
pute that the Chickness family are descendants from Harry Chickness and 
bkapamt 's  m n d  daughter?O The w t e d  issue is whether -imwaht's 
daughter continued to remain a member of the Chipeewayan Band following 
her marriage to number 124 of the Poundmaker Band. 

At the Inuuini, the followinn exchanee ormrred between Mr Griffin and Barbara Shanahan (ICC Transcriots. " " . . 
VOL 2, p , i 4 i j :  
Q. Yes. So that with regard to these various oups of peo le I take it it's established at the outset that 

the Chichess family and the Higgins fun& are descenkm? 
A They are descendanu, yes. 
Q. Yes. And, of course, that involves the numbers which are shown on the family trees which you have 

looked at? 
k Yes. 
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Figure 3 
DESCENDANTS OF PAH PAH MOO TAYWIN X22 (WALKING MAN) 
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Figure 4 
DESCENDANTS OF MAH CHAN CHE KOSS (THE ANTELOPE) 
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APPENDIX D 

Mr. Harry S. LaForme 
Chief Commissioner 
Indian Claims Commission 
1 7 0 2  - 1 1 0  Yonge Street 
Toronto. Ontario 

Dear Mr. LaForme, 

Thank you for your letter of August 16, 1993 and the 
Indian Claims Commission report entitled: "Primrose Lake Air 
Weapons Range". 

AS Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, 
it is my pleasure to respond to your report on behalf of the 
Government of Canada. 

I would like to make three observations on the federal 
government's proposed approach to recommendations made by the 
commission. Briefly, (1) I expect to accept the commission's 
recommendations where they fall within the Specific Claims 
Policy; ( 2 )  I would welcome the commission's recommendations on 
how to proceed in cases where the commission concluded that the 
policy had been implemented correctly but the outcome was 
nevertheless unfair; and ( 3 )  I would expect to refer to the Joint 
First Nations/Government Working Group on Specific Claims, those 
recommendations where follow-up would require a change in the 
existing Specific Claims Policy. This is the approach of the 
Government of Canada. 



As you note in your letter, in preparing the report, 
the commission reviewed over 6,600 pages of documents, 12 volumes 
of transcript, as well as other studies and reports over a 
10-month period. The commission's report is now the subject of 
active study within the federal government. Given the importance 
of the case, I have asked that a formal reply to the report be 
made available for my review within the next two to three months. 

I share the satisfaction you and your fellow 
comissioners must feel about the release of this important first 
report. 

Yours sincerely, 

Pauline Browes 

C.C. The Honourable Pierre Blais, P.C., M.P. 
C.C. The Honourable Tom Siddon, P.C., M.P. 
C.C. The Honourable Jean Corbeil, P.C., M.P. 



APPENDIX E 

. .. 
SCB CHRONO 
SCB PENDING 
WESTLAND 

Mr. Ovide Wercredi 
National Chief 
Assembly of First Nations 
47 Clarence Street 
Suite 300 - Atrium Building 
0 Ontario 
KIN 9K1 

Dear Chief Msrcredi: 

As you will know, I met on November 12, 1991 in Vancouver 
with Mr. LaForme and Chiefs Wendy Grant and Clarence Jules to 
discuss matters arising from meetings of the Chiefs Committee 
on specific Claims in Winnipeg on November 6 and 7. It was 
unfortunate that you were unable to attend but, since the 
issues dealt with there were ones which you have raised in 
your correspondence with the Government of Canada, I am 
vritinq directly to you. 

I want to deal with three issues: the wording of the 
Order-in-Council establishing the Specific Claims Commission 
and its terms of reference, the role of the Commission in 
fulfilling its mandate and in relation to the 
Order-in-Council, and, finally, future changes to the policy 
and the involvement of the Joint Working Group in those 
changes. 

First, it is quite correct to say that the elahration of 
policy criteria in the Order-in-Council does not use the 
exact wording set out in the policy booklet Outst- 
Business. I have attached our comparison of the expressions 
set out in the two documents. 

In our view the adjustments to the wording in the 
Order-in-council served to reduce the Policy to precise terms 
of reference for the Commission. While I could elaborate 
here, my preference is to have you or your officers arrange 
to meet with officials from my department to discuss any 



particular concernl. I suggest that your office contact 
nr. Rem Westland, Director General, Specific Claims Branch, 
to arrange a convenient time for such a discussion if that is 
your wish. I would add that these matters speak to the 
day-to-day operations of the Couission, and Vould therefore 
welcome its participation in a meeting of this Sort. 

The policy as set out in that Order-in-Council is essentially 
the pro-exieting policy but with some important adjustaenta 
which were proposed folloving discuesions with Chiefs. These 
changes included removal of the bar against pre-Confederation 
claims and creation of the Indian Specific Claims Couisaion. 
Significant additional funding was provided as part of the 
same change in policy but this does not properly blong as 
part of the Order-in-Council. Other important changes are 
likely in future, a subject to which I will return below. 

With reference to the second issue, in fulfilling its 
mandate, I expect the Commission will examine cases referred 
to it and recommend whether a correct implementation of the 
current Specific Claims Policy would have led to the outcome 
proposed by the Specific Claims Branch officiale. I have 
said previously and will say again that I expect to accept 
the Comiasion's recommendations within the Policy. 

If, in carrying out its review, the Commisaion concludes that 
the policy was implemented correctly but the outcome is 
nonetheless unfair, I would again welcome its recommendations 
on how to proceed. If the implenentation of the Commission's 
recommendations would require a change to the existing 
Specific Claims Policy, I assume that the question would be 
referred to the Joint Working Group. 

This leads directly to the third iaaue. It is not my 
expectation that the existing policy will be fully 
satisfactory and I am concerned that when we set out to 
further amend it, we do eo on the basis of solid experience 
and full consultation. 

Ky hope is that ths Joint Working Group will now be the body 
which provides much of the advice to the Governnent of Canada 
on what further changes are required. I hope it will do so 
not just in the abstract, but also with regard to the 
particular examples of claims which cannot bt, dealt with 
under the Specific Claims policy as it exists. 



In concluding I want to be very clear that what the Joint 
Working Group might advise and conclude is entirely up to its 
members. I assure you that the government representatives 
will be there with an open mind about how the Specific Claims 
Policy could b improved upon, replaced, or supplemented. I 
want to stress, furthermore, that I believe the initiatives 
we have already launched have every potential to improve the 
implementation of the existing Specific Claims Policy without 
compromising in any way the objective of reviewing the policy 
so that it batter meets the goals of Indian people and bands. 

It is important, however, to get moving on all the new 
initiatives as soon as possible. I hope my coments in this 
letter will help to ease your concerns and those of some of 
the chiefs with whom you are consulting. 

Yours sincerely, . . 
original ig"a  *! 
original sign0 Par 

TOM SlDWN 

Tom Siddon, P.C., H.P. 



Y O U N G  C H I P E E W A Y A N  R E P O R T  

ANNEX ! 

stalutu pertaining lo Indians and 
the regulations thereunder. 

damaged by the federal 

acquisition or disposition of 

or agents of the federal 
government, in auu where the 



EXISTING SCB POLICY 
COMPENSATION CRllERlA 

1. .4sagenerPl~le,adaimantband 
r i d  be compensated for the loss 
it has ineurred and the damags it 
has suffed  as a consequence of 
the breach by the federal 
government of its lawful 
obligations. This cornpewtion 
will be based on legal principles. 

2 Where a claimant hand fan 
establish that ceruin of its reserve 
h d s  were taken or damaged 
under legal authority, hut that no 
conpeasation was ever paid, the 
hand shaU be mrnpenvlted by the 
payment of the value of these 
lands at the time of thc taking or 
the amount of the damage done, 
whichever u the case. 

ORDER-M-COUNCIL 
P.C Wl-tU9 

21 ulgenenlrule,adrirmnc 
bad  rlull be c o m p e m d  for 
the lmscr It bu h m m d  and 

2.2 where a drirmm band can 
cstlblkb that certain of Its 
reserve lands were taken or 

to l e d  2:,mm 
mmpenutlon w ever paid, 
the band shall be campensad 
by the payment of the value of 
these lands at the time of cbo 
raldag or the amount of (hs 
damage d o w  whichever is thc 
-: - 



EXlSllNC SCB POLICY 
COMPENSATION CRITERIA 

3. (i) Where a claimant band an 
establish that amin of io  
reserve lands were never 
lawfully surrendered, a 
otherwise taken under legal 
authority, the band sbpll k 
compensated either by the 
return of these lands or by 
payment of the anent ,  
unimproved value of the 
Ian& 

3. (ii) Compensation m y  include 
an amount based on the 
loss of use of the lands in 
question, where it can be 
established that the 
claimanu did in fact sufler 
such a loss. In every case 
the loss shall be the net 
Iw 

ORDER-IN-UNCIL 
P.C l991-UI) 

23 a) where 1 d.lrmm band 
anM.bUshth.1aMin 
ofitsrrruvsi.ndcwwe 
~~ - 
surrenducd, a 
olhemLD ukcn under 
legal mthnrity, the band 
shall k wmpenuted 

by the rehm of 
t h m  lads  a by 
payment of the c~ncnt ,  
unimproved Value of the 
I=& lad 

b) c o m p c d o n  my 
M u &  -1 
ontheloacdusedthe  
lands in quuEioq where 
it an k esublirhcd that 
the d h u  did in fad 

l a .  
in N C I ~  

net log; 



COMPENSATION CRlTE 

question had a special economic 
value to the d h m t  baad. W u  
and above its value. 



Aa, mmpnsatioo shall not be under tbe Indidinn ha. 
based on the current unimproved compensation a6.U nM be 
value of the land but on my based on tbe oxrent 
damage that the claimant might 
have suffered between lbe priod 
of the said surrender or forcible 
taking and the approval of tbe suffered between tbe period of 
Govenor-inCouncil and by rearon the said mender  or fora51e 

la)dne and ih approval of tbe 
Governor in Council and by 
rearon of ruc6 delay. 



general in naNre and the actual 
amount which the claimant is 
offered will depend on the extent 
to which the daimant has 
established r valid claim the 
byrden of which rests with the 
claimant. Ac an example, where 
there is doubt that the Ian& in 
question were ever reserve land, 
the degree of doubt will be 




